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New Tactics Needed
For Civil Rights
•
COOL SPOT ON A HOT DAY

ool spot on a hot day is the city's public, des
led
•swimming pool. Desegregation of the pool was carried out
without a hitch. Oh! oh! This is not a Memphis public
pool. It is a Louisville, Ky. city pool, desegregated several
seasons ago. When the U. S. Federal Court ordered the
City of Memphis to desegregate its public
Pools, eits
officials refused to abide by the court order, which they

circumvented by closing Public pools, last Summer. From
all indications, city pools will remain close this upcoming
"Long, Hot, Summer." This could possibly lead to the
death of youngsters who will seek out gravel pits, bayous.
the Mississippi rivers and other unguarded bodies of
water in which they will go swimming. (Photo by Billy
Duncan)
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To Be Held At LeMoyne

Negroes Of By Gone Days
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James Madison Bell
potential literary talent that
A unique humanities sem- weeks during the summer
Free-born at Gallipolis, Ohio, might well have flourished in
at
friar for talented high school LeMoyne College. It begins in 1826, James Madison Bell more tranquil times.
Freedom was the main topic of discussion
Jordan of Atlanta, assistant to executive
students will be conducted five June 15 and will be coordinat- grew up to become a fiery antiNoted among this group of
when "Freedom Sunday" was observed
secretary of the Southern Regional Couned by Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, slavery lecturer and poet. He leaders was James Madison
here last Sunday afternoon at the Metrocil, and Mrs. Harold Whalum, who was
professor of history at Le- moved to Cincinnati in 1842 lBell whose single-handed alpolitan Baptist church, and those three
Moyne Registration date is where he learned to be a plas- legiance to anti-slavery propmistress of ceremony for the program
terer. Because he was deter- aganda thwarted
participating in singing the National
June 3.
celebrating the tenth anniversary of Suthe developmined to obtain an education,
Anthem, from left, are Dr. Vasco A. Smith,
preme Court decision outlawing segregament of real technical excelSeminar classes, which will
he
studied
at
night
after
workJr., first vice president of the Memphis
include English composition
lence. By 1842, at the time he
tion In the nation's public schools. (MLR
ing at his trade from 12 to 14
moved to Cincinnati, Bell had
and riae10eic. spech and dzarga,
hranch of the NAACP: Atty. Vernon E.
hours during the day.
beoome deeply interested in the
literature and historical
According to the historian anti-slavery
cause. There on
thought and philosophy, will
Richard Bardolph, during Bell's
be taught by graduate stuthe borderline between the
lifetime
were
32
there
leading
North and South, he was in the
dents at Yale University who
have earned master's degrees Negro spokesmen. The princi- midst of the exciting scenes of
pal
service
of
this
number
lay
and are now studying for dochairbreadth escapes and the
in their literary contributions drama of
torates.
the pursuit of fugito the struggle while they were tives.
Advanced students from at the same time involved in
He actively participated in
Grinnell College in Grinnell, other forms of protest. BarIowa will assist Yale men in dolph states that the poverty in the Underground Railroad
teaching the classes, according pure literature in this genera- Movement which channeled the
escaped slaves across Ohio to
to Dr. Johnson.
tion is largely explained by
Dorothy Williams, a senior
RECREATION TOO
the crusading preoccupations of
See NEGROES, Page 2
at Hamilton High school, won
•
Dr. Johnson said first preffirst place in the State Elks
erence will be given to stuOratorical Contest held May
dents recommended by their
3, in Knoxville. She returned
principals and guidance counvictoriously to Memphis, carselors. Others may be admitted
rying the victory trophy. Stui if they write /etters of applicadents and teachers displayed
rtions to Dr. Johnson reque,ta triumphant school spirit on
ing interviews.
her arrival at Hamilton.
As PI reporter traveling with
Classes will be held five days "Civil rights is a theme, a
Principal of the school, Hara week, from 8 a.m, to noon. topic, a religion which engulfs the .,'reedom Riders, he was ry T.
Cash, assured her that
Afternoon activity, which will nearly every educated Negro caught up in the violence that "the victory was in keeping
be optional, includes recrea- in America. A century after met the busses as they ven- with his philosophy that
a
tional swimming and drama the Emancipation Proclamation tured into Alabama. As a good school is made out of
workshops. Library facilities . . . the plight of the Negro is White House reporter, Booker quality students and quality
Miss Beverly J. Williams,
tragic, disillusioning, almost has been a close observer of
will be available.
0-year old daughter of Mr.
pathetic. In no field in America the presidential attitude to- teachers."
and Mrs. John Ed Williams of The seminar will be limited has he reached his potential," wards integration
Miss Williams is the daughthrough
to
75
students,
Dr.
Johnson
1318 Cummings St., is antistates Simeon Booker in his three administrations — Eisen- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Grady
said.
Fee
per
student
for
the
cipating a most enlightening
new book about the civil rights hower's, Kennedy's, and now Williams of 1322 College St.
summer in Tanganyika, East seminar is $30 which includes revolution, "B lack
Man's Lyndon Johnson's. As an in- She is an honor student and is
books.
cost
of
Africa.
America," which Prentice-Hall fluential columnist whose very active in student affairs
OPEN
TO
GRADS
Miss Williams is now culwill publish on June 1st.
voice is heard throughout the at Hamilton.
minating her third year at The seminar is designed
Booker, one of the nation's Negro community, Booker enHer teacher trainers are
Howard University, Washing- primarily to attract high school leading Negro journalists and joys the confidence and respect Rev. William Suggs and Miss
ton, D. C., where she is major- juniors, but will be opened to prize-winning chief Washing- of noted leaders
of the anti- Catherine Merriweather.
ing in psychology and pre- all high school students de- ton correspondent for Ameri- segregation movement.
Miss Williams will represent
siring to apply for admission. ca's largest -circulation Negro
medicine.
Tennessee in the regional conIt was through the Broader It also will be opened to high magazines, EBONY and JET, In "Black Man's America," test to be held in Memphis,
Horizons organization of How- school graduates who are pre- has had a long-term firsthand Simeon Booker tells the Inside July 14.
ard's campus that Miss Wil- paring to enter college in the view of the Negro's struggle story of the Negro's 100-year
liams applied to Operation fall.
to become a first-class citizen. See PUBLISHED, Page 2
Crossroad Africa and was accepted. Her trip is being
financed partially by Operation
Crossroads, Inc., partially by
the Broader Horizons groups at
Howard and partially by her
The Baptist Training Union
parents.
at Salem - Gilfied Baptist
In expressing her sentiments
church,
837 Flodria St., will
about her forthcoming trip,
sponsor Vesper Services at
Miss Williams said: "I feel that
Not one penny was found when burglar or burglars
church
the
Sunday, May 24,
this opportunity to see and beentered a district office of Union Protective Life Inat 5 p.m. Guest speaker will
come acquainted with people
be Mrs. M. E, Fisher.
surance Company. 368 Beale St., by smashing a rear
Alin different social and physical
Mrs. A. M. James is direcWindow, Above, the district office manager. James Isabel.
1lMnvirons will do much to
tor of the BTU.
broaden my horizons."
holds a petty cash box taken from a locked file cabinet
"This people-to-people exwhich was broken into. About a month ago about SRO was
perience of understanding and
stolen when the office was burglarized. The break -In was
Mutual aid promises a very
discovered about 5:4.5 A.M. Saturday morning by a Janipleasant mixture of hard work,
tor, Willie (lemons. Ledgers, journals, vouchers and other
fun, and at the same time, an
office records were scattered on the floor. Foot-prints were
increased awareriess of the diThe Memphis Branch of
found. The burglar also entered Dr. 0. W. Spieghts ofversity of this, or world. It is,
NAACP will hold its regular
fice, which is in the same building. There they scattered
monthly meeting at 4 P.M.,
in this light that I look forward
Sunday, May 24, at Mt. Olive
records.
to a most exhilarating sumCNIE Church. Delegates to the
mer," she continued.
honor
an
Miss Williams is
National Convention of NAMEETING OF ROYALTY
graduate of Manassas High
ACP will be elected at this
King William Campbell of the Cotton
school. Upon completion of her
meeting. Members campaign
Queen Mary paid a royal visit to King
undergraduate study at HowCarnival Is shaking hands with King Elias
awards and prizes will be giv- The YWCA Area Center will speak on "The Contents of
Elias and Queen Nadine during the grand
ard, she hopes to return to
Williams of the Cotton Makers' Jubilee.
parade of the Jubilee last Friday night. en to the outstanding individ- plans to present its first pub- The Civil ,Rights Bill" with
Memphis to enter medical
In the Center Is Queen Mary Louise Crump
The grand parade of the Cotton Carnival ual workers and precinct lead- lic affairs forum Thursday.'emphasis on the importance
of
school at the University of
ers. Special feature of the May 28. at Trinity CME
who reigned with King William. At the
was last Saturday night. (Photo by Ernest
Tennessee.
meeting will he a discussion Church, 650 Well Ave., at 7:30,legal legislation and the legal
right
is
Queen
Poindexter
Nadine
of
the
Withers)
Her ambition is to eventualof the prayer in public schools P.M. Panelist: Atty. Ben;interpretation of the bill. The
Cotton Makers' Jubilee. King William and
ly become a psychiatrist.
issue.
Hooks and Atty. Mike Cody' public is invited

Hamilton Senior
Wins Contest
In Knoxville

Adventure In
Africa Awaits
Memphis Girl

'Black Man's America' Will Be
Published June 1 Says Author

Public Forum To Be Held By YWCA Center

For The Best In Used Cars- - -Turn To Our Automobile Page

Sit-ins
Should Be
Replaced
Nearo leadership must devise new ideas and employ
new tactics in the current
Civil Rights struggle, warned
a 28-year-old Atlanta, Ga.,
lawyer when he delivered the
main address at a "Freedom
Sunday" mass meeting (May
17th) sponsored by the Memphis NAACP in observance of
the 10th anniversary of the
Supreme Court School Decision. He said that these new
ideas and tactics must replace
the current "demonstrations."
He favored more meaningful
"negotiations."
The meeting was held at
Metropolitan Baptist church.
The lawyer, Vernon E. Jordan, assistant to the executive
director of the Southern Regâoil
urged the esUnlisted laidience of 300 (I) to
register and vote, (2) to educate and communicate to white
!America that this is our land
and the Negro is here to stay,
and (3) to tell white America
that freedom is everybody's
business.
Atty. Jordan said that
America is experiencing two
revolutions—social and technical. "In the social revolution
Negroes must bridge the cultural lag of 300 years," said
the dynamic young man whose
speech was interrupted frequently with outbursts of applause.
He warned that Negro votes
can no longer be purchased
with beer, barbeque or small
amounts of money. "Our votes
can be obtained only with a
bag of equal opportunities.
Don't tell me that ballots don't
count. Look at Georgia. We
have elected a Negro state
senator (Charles Johnson in
1063)."
He urged qualified Negroes
to offer themselves for public
offices.
Jordan said he was unlike
Dr. Martin Luther King, who
is trying to redeem America's
soul. "I just want white America to take its foot off of my
neck," he said.
He said that it is just as
important for the Negro to
oppose the School Prayer issue before the U.S. Supreme
Court as it is to fight for the
passage of Civil Rights legislation.
He traced briefly the history of the Negro from the
time he was was brought
from Africa to slavery in
America and up to the present
day. He referred to every major court decision that has affected the rights of Negroes
during that period.
"It was Feb. 5, 1960 (the
start of the sit-in in North
Carolina) that white and
black Southerners met." Ile
alluded to every major Civil
Rights outburst since that
time.
He was introduced by Dr.
Vasco Smith, Jr.., first vice
president of the Memphis NAACP, Presenting meritorious
awards from the local chapter
was its president, Jesse H.
Turner. Presenting life membership plaques was Dr. Theron W. Northcross, chairman of
the finance committee: memberships awards were presented by Rufus Jones. Mrs. Harold Whalum was mistress of
ceremony. Music was supplied by the Columbus Baptist
Church choir under direction
of Leonard Mitchell. About
8521 was contributed te the
local NAACP in solicitations.
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\ Humble Oil Co. Says,
Tut Tiger In Tank'

ing Mrs. Leonia (Mama Scrap)
the advisor.
SCHOOL CLOSING
T he Humboldt City schools The Rainbow Girls, club held Barnett and Mrs. Louella Lee
are nearing the close of an- its anniversary party at the of this city. The Youth choir of
other year. The Baccalaureate Shantell's on May 7 Mrs.1 Morning Star Baptist Church
of the Stigall High School, Cotrell Thomas is the advisor, is sponsoring a hayride and
will be May 24, at 4 o'clock in The Wits club met in t h eWiener roast, M a y 30 at the
the gymnatorium, the Rev. home of Miss Eddie Mae Calla-home of Miss Virginia Wilson.
J. H. Mathis of Morning Star way, Friday evening May 8. A VISITORS FETED
Baptist Church will be the delicious menu wes served by Mr.
and Mrs. nem Thomas
hostess.
Mrs. Louise
speaker.
the
were hosts to several friends in
Exercises Crooms is the advisor
Commencement
their home on Crenshaw,
will be Tuesday evening, May STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL
Stigall was out two days last honoring Mrs. Sadie Griffin of
26, at 8 o'clock. The Stigall
Three Rivers, Mich, and her
High School Band journeyed week for the Strawberry cousin, Mrs. Mildred
Gay of St.
to Halls, Tennessee last Satur- Festival. The students welLouis, Mo. who were their
day, May 9. Our band has had corned a spring break.
house guest. Others invited
Mr, and Mrs. Troy Lacey,
a wonderful year and we are
were: Mrs. Mosie Mae Fuller,
sorry to lose the senior band Baskerville, and Reid attended
Mrs Mozella Huddleston and
members, but wish them the the Crockett County Teacher's
Rev.. A. Everette Glenn. All
, was,
'Spring Social. The theme
best of luck.
enjoyed a delightfull afternoon
The High Society club held "An Evening in Space".
The and a luscious meal.
its anniversary party, recently, gym was decorated beautifully
at the Shantell's here in Hum- enough for all those aspirant Those attending the funeral
boldt. Their theme was, "Moon astronauts. Other astronauts of Mrs. Lela Whitelaw Brooks
River." Mrs. N. F. Williams is included Mrs, Dorothy Mc- at the St. John Baptist Church
Kinney and Rebecca New- No. 2, were Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Johnson, Mrs.. Henrietta Greer,
house.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Barnes of Jake Gray and Mrs. Laura
Richmond, California are visit- Gaines. Rev. Glenn assisted
with the funeral.
Starts SAT., MAY 23,
The Williams Brodnaxes of
One Big Week!
Memphis, Miss Lila Northcross, Mrs. Estelle Hornbeak,
and Miss Annette Hughes of
Lane College, were guests in
the Vance home on Mother's
Day.

HOUSTON — Humble Oil & sented by Enco service staRefining company introduced tions. In these areas, the
a new premium gasoline in premium gasoline is called new.
45 states on May 14.
Enco Extra.
The company, largest U.S. oil
Humble's most recent specrefiner and marketer, said the ial-purpose additive for
improved premium grade mo- premium gasoline is a car-tor fuel contains a new car- buretor detergent, Paradyne 44buretor-cleaning additive. It A few tankfuls of the new gas..•
will be promoted coast-to-coast oline will start to clean a dirty.,
with the theme, "Put a Tiger carburetor and bring back.
in Your Tank."
power motorists have been At Esso service which repre- losing, Humble says.
sent Humble Oil in 23 Eastera,_
and Southern states f r o in
Maine to Louisiana, new Esso
Extra gasoline is the name of
Humble's improved Premium
Continued From Page 1
fuel,
West of the company's two
fight
to be free in more than
Esso regions, Humble is repreLUTHER COLLEGE otiLl lillufluti
,tudents) Benjamin Diggins and Miss
name only. He examines the
political, social, historic a n d
Smith Exchange Program Students
Mary Frances Carter (Philander stucauses that haVe
a.
pose with Philander Smith College
dents). Nelson Gigstad (Luther stukept
ept the Negro down for
administrative officers. From left,
dent), Miss Etta Marie Williams (Phicentury, the changing attitudes
of Negro leadership that made
Crawford J. Mims, acting dean of inlander student), and Dr. Roosevelt D.
1963 a year of explosions in
struction (Philander), Cecil Horst and
D. Crockett, President of Philander
civil rights demonstrations,
Miss Suzanne Knolls.(Luther College
Smith College.
and the role of the Negro
church — a "sleeping giant"
. Do, you want a job which that has barely
building was constructed.
"wet its feet"
During the past six years, wiL pay you more than your in the fight for integration in
present
job?
Do you want a housing, jobs, and
however, growth and expansion
schools.
took on real meaning. During job which will pay you accord- The author reveals how the
work
the
you
amount
ing
of
to
this period additional land adNegro leadership was first deY.
jacent to the campus was pur- do? Do you want a job on which ceived and later disillusioned'
salary
there
limit?
is
no
chased and new buildings
by John F. Kennedy and the..
have been constructed. The If your answer to the above New Frontier promises to put':
In addition to preserving facutly personnel will continue main campus now comprises questions
is yes, contact the integration on all fronts, while
significant values of the past, to be maintained and addition- approximately 30 acres. New
Advertising Department of the actually blocking the leaders'
new values are being imple- al ones attracted. Philander's buildings constructed and Tri-State Defender.
Available own plans for progress. He
(Continued From Page 1) mented in the educational research capabilities and culplaced in use during the past are positions for Salesmen in points to President Johnson as
other parts of the North just program to adequately equip tural opportunities will be ex- five years include two dormi- the Advertising Department. a man who came to the highest
graduates to compete success- panded dramatically by 1970. tories (one for men and one Call
JAckson 6-8397 today and office in the land with a negaone step ahead of their purfully with the citizens of to- The opportunity will be ex- for women), cafeteria-dining ask for Mr, Whittier
A. Seng- tive reputation in civil rights,
suers. He spent much of his morrow. Philander's
rich panded, not only to broaden hall, student union, and a Libut who is now showing constacke.
lecappreciate
anti-slavery
but brary-Fine Arts Center.
Christian heritage together one's ability to
time on the
cern for the problem.
Do
not
worry
if
you
have
not
the
to
participate
creaadvances
also
in
rapid
Made
Booker describes vivdly
In addition, through the efture platform where he became with
during the past six years are tive arts.
forts of President Crockett had previous experience in ad- Martin Luther King's dramatic
noted for his speeches.
not only highly encouraging Philander Smith is expand- and the Board of Trustees, a vertising salesmanship, we will battle for Birmingham against .
Because Bell did not feel that but are convincing evidences ing its facilities for such valu- $3,000,000 housing
seemingly hopeless odds. Naprojects train you on the job.
he had sufficient freedom as a that a great and satisfying fu- able projects as conferences south of the main campus is Persons 21 years of age and tion ally-pu blished photographs,
man in this country, he moved ture lies ahead for service to and workshops for adult edu- nearly completed and some of older are eligible for the job.. showing dogs attacking sit-ins
our community, our nation, and cation, institutes for elemen- these units are now occupied. Persons who are retired from and women being beaten in
to Canada in 1854 and remained
he worlci. Recent achieve- tary and high school teachers, This project consists of five other professions will be con- the streets, turned public opinthere until 1860. He became a ments afford a tremendous and for promising high school three-storied brick apartment
ion in favor of the demonstrasidered.
tors, and gave Rev. King the
good friend of John Brown and incentive for looking ahead as students in the areas of music, buildings containing 240 units
JAcksan
6-8397
Call
for
addivictory. He discusses the irriwhich help provide housing ac- tional information.
helped him assemble men for far as we can see and for pro- drama, and science.
portant power struggle in the
For enrichment of the edu- commodation for middle injecting plans for continued
he 1859 raid on Harper's Fer- growth and expansion.
Negro leadership between thp
cational process the student come families, faculty persons
ry. In 1860, Bell left Canada for What will Philander be like exchange program is being and married students, and a
NAACP, which won its vietories the long, hard way — in
California where he assumed six years from now? According stepped up to include not only two-storied brick shopping
the courts, and the younget,
with center building for the area. In
an active role in attempting to to our best projections, the the exchange of students
more impatient CORE, whicti
College will be serving be- colleges and universities in the the future, the income thereimprove the lot of the Negro in tween 1200 and 1300 students United States, but also with from
prefers the more sensation#1
will augment the endowthat state.
public demonstrations.
by 1970. About this there can institutions of higher educa- ment of the College.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
However, he left California be little question, even though tion in other parts of the In student housing Philander The AFL-CIO high command, In the long run, howeveg,
in 1865 and returned to Toledo, our standards for admission world. At present, Philander will probably never reach the terming the Senate civil rights states Simeon Booker, it is onlz,
Ohm, where he resumed tour- have been raised and will Smith has a student exchange point where it will house all filibuster a disgrace to demo- through the cooperation of Neing the state making speeches continue to rise. Then, too, program with Luther College its students. However, con- cratic principles, called for an groes and whites-through 0*
use of reason-that a permanerft
in behalf of the Negro race. At there is an ever increasing de- of Decorah, Iowa. Three of Lu- struction plans for the 1970 immediate vote on the Housecivil rights victory will be wort.
the same time he began to read mand for high quality liberal ther's students are enrolled on goal include two additional approved rights legislation.
As chief Washington corr4some of his own poetry from education in a Christian Col- Philander's campus and three dormitories for women and one "We say to the Senate of the
lege with high Christian edu- of Philander's students are additional dormitory for men. United States: stop talking, spondent for EBONY and JET,
the lecture platform.
Simeon
Booker has ' reported
enrolled on Luther's campus In the area of academic fa- start voting," the AFL-CIO
cational standards.
Some of Bell's poems which
We expect the quality of this during the second semester of cilities, plans require that by executive council said in a from the nation's capital for
many years. A native of Ohitsh
evoked considerable interest College's performance to keep this 1963-64 school year.
1970 the College will have statement.
and a Nieman Fellow, he w4,1
'
are: "Emancipation," "Lincoln," pace with the times. In the
With regard to the addition added a new music-classroom
It said the Senate should formerly with the Clevelantl
"The Dawn of Freedom," "Val- area of improving educational of physical facilities our new building, a new gymnasium
edictory on Leaving San Fran- implementation, our tools for start actually began in 1948 and athletic field for expand- act to cut off debate on the CALL & POST and the
bill and every pending amend- WASHINGTON POST.
cisco,' "Song for the First of learning will improve and in- with the ”orchase of a city ing intrammural sports, a new
ment.
August," and "The Future of crease. Our carefully selected block corn, ising three educa- science building, and a new
It also urged the Senate to
America in the Unity of Races." library volumes will continue tional buidlings adjacent to administration - class - room
"shun crippling compromise"
Bell died in 1902 at the age to increase to enhance the ed- our campus. In 1953 a new bio- building.
and reject any amendments
of 76.
During the 1963-64 school that would weaken the House
Scholarly logy - mathematics - physics
year Philander Smith is serv- measure or delay its passage.
The annual meeting of the
ing 626 students of 19 church
Memphis Heart Associa t i oft
denominations, from 19 states
and several foreign countries. grated last June. Two other Inc. has been set for Wednesi
Before us lies a future that guardsmen also have pleaded day, May 27 in the Georgia*
looks bright, and promises to guilty and another two are room of Hotel Peabody, start!
Full Name
ing at 7 p.m.
be as adventurous and fulfill- awaiting trial.
ing as any dream might exSchool Attended
pect to be.
Parents Full Names

Big Opportunity
For Salesmen In
Advertising Dept.

Philander Smith Equips
Graduates To Compete

THE SCREEN
SIZZLES WITH
UNINHIBITED
BARDOLATRY!

It is ye tk a great deal of pride
that we extend to you of this
year's graduating doss, OW very
bost wishesird sinc•rie congratulations. We v• seen sons• exc•llent young people cornplat• this
port of thstir •ducotion hier• but
we riscall of no oth•r group whom
we thought hod more possibiliti•e
than you. Good luck, then, re
each of you

NEW DAISY THEATRE
330 BEALE AVENUE

Heart Association
Annual Meeting

Guardsman
Days For Bombing

Address

We Tint Your Shoes
FREE OF CHARGE:
Matching Bags ,

(Consent For Child To Enter Fishing Rodeo)
Al! school students between 6 and 16 years of age are eligible to enter the
Bluff City Junior Chamber of Commerce Fishing Rodeo. Cut this coupon
out and include 25-cents entry fee — and mail to the Fishing Rodeo headquarters — c/o Tri State Defender, 236 S. Wellington St.. Memphis 5,
Tenn. Deadline for entering is Friday, June 12, 1964.

TUSCALOOSA, Ala.—(UPI)
—A national guard sergeant
was fined $100 and sentenced
to 90 days in jail after pleading guilty to setting off dynamite near the University of
Alabama last November.
Sgt. Norman R. Daniel was
one of five national guardsmen arrested in connection
with three explosions near the
university which was inte-

PRE-INVENTORY Sale.....
Entire Stock Reduced

The charm of the skimmer
always captivates
and no girl escapes. Simple lines,
a subdued design that always

Fair-Trade /tenis only excluded)

belongs, always is so right.

LIVING ROOM - DINING ROOM - BEDROOM - DEN - OCCASIONALS
So many styles from which to choose.
with beauty and comfort in common.
Italian - French - Spanish - Traditional - Early American
White pole de sole ready to
tint to match your favorite
party frock. . .with spring, summer
weddings, parties and graduation
festivities due, you'll need this smart pump
... and at this price, you can buy several pairs!
Choose from medium or high heel ...also comes.
in black pole de sole. Widths AAAA to B, Sizes
4 to 11.

Contemporary

You'll find what you want during a visit to our store,
AND, you'll be pleased with the money you saved
•C

Convenient Terms c
at
No additional charge
FretDm
etinvery
w4t

100 wiles of Metnphla

STORE HOURS:
Daily, 8:30 A.M. 111 5 P.M.
THURSDAYS, 8:30 A.M."til 8:30 P.M.

.1

Customers
Parking
directly behind our store
ntf e11e1 — Approach
froin Cleveland or Watkins.

AIRWAYS
Larnar Center
2250 Lamar

LAURELWOOD STORE
Lourekrood
Shopping Center

CAL'S TV

AIR COND.
SERVICE

Televisions, Air Cond., Installed,
Cleaned & Repaired
SERVICE CALLS $2.50

Famous Name Brandt(
Don't

JIM South Main

Buy Foireitert, of an,/ kind, anywhere, mail

TV AIR COND. SERVICE
3273 Jackson Ave.
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Rev. P.G. Crawford To Address
Washington's Graduating Class

j)OWN FRONT!

D. J."Jack" Smith, J1., a local Rev. Peter G. Crawford, pas- gram Sunday will be Miss
lawyer and community volun- tor of Avery Chapel A M E Geraldine Stephens, to respond
teer worker, has declared his church, and one, of the nation's for her classmates . . . and
candidacy for state legislator most versatile ministers, will Eddie Richards, Lt. Col in thc
i‘•••••••••••••••••••••••;
from District Eight in Shelby deliver the Commencement NDDCC unit at Washington
ABSENCE MAKES THE ganization. Memphis has creaCounty. A declared Democrat. sermon for the 403 seniors and member of the graduating
HEART grow fonder, says an ted a favorable clime for
he will seek the position form- graduating from Booker T. class, will introduce Rev.
Memphis.be
of
to
adage. Absence can also speak such organizations
erly held by Atty. Charles H. Washington high school this Crawford.
louder than words. The ab- great service to
O'Brien, who has announced month.
Jesse D. Springer, principal
SEGREGATION IN REsence of some strong local VERSE
that he will seek a seat in the The sermon will be deliver- of Washington, observed that
was experience by a
led
State Senate.
Sunday, May 24, in the the 403 young men and women
Democrats at the reception that scout from the University of
graduating this year at the
Smith, 28, is affiliated with !Blair T. Hunt Gymnasium.
Mayor William B. Ingram gave Oklahoma who came to MemRev.
Crawford's sermon is
the
law
Cannon,
firm
of
Alexphis
recently
to
talk
with
the
in his office suite last Wednesander & Luck. He received his awaited with particular inday for FDR. Jr., who was here coach from a local high school
law degree from Harvard uni- terest because of his widely— among other things—plugg- about one of his outstanding
versity after attending Van- known activities as a. civic
ing for LBJ candidacy -- has graduating athletes. The Memderbilt university. He is a leader, minister, educator, and
set tongues into motion. The phis coach took the Oklahoma
graduate
of Central high television personality.
MAYOR FETES FDR, JR.
presence of some politicians, coach to a local restuarant for
He has held pastorates in
school.
When Undersecretary of Commerce Frankpresident's sun to those who filled his
principals etc. was questioned. dinner. Manager of the restauHe is a member of the board Georgia, North Carolina, Pennlin D. Roosevelt. Jr.. came to Memphis
QUEEN NADINE POINDEX- rant said to the Oklahoma
office for the occasion. All dames of
of directors of Front Street sylvania, Ohio, and Tennesssee,
TER, of Pittsburgh, Pa., this coach, "I'll serve this Nigra
last week. Mayor 141111am B. Ingram, Jr..
Memphis society were on hand to welTheatre, Memphis Heart asso- He conducted a Sunday televiar's Cotton Makers' Jubilee, here but I won't serve you. gave a reception for him in his office, and
come the famous sisitor.— MLR Photo) ciation, a member of Junior sion forum in Charlottsville, N.
own for her interest in civic You are just a trouble maker."
here he is seen introducing the famous
Chamber of Commerce, Citi- C. for several years, where the
Both
coaches
left
unserved.
ork, took tiMe from her royal
association and the Young emphasis was on religion and
zen's
BOY
SCOUTS
UNITS
parduties to visit a number of the
Democrats
association and a education, He has served for
ticipating
in
the
parade
grand
local NAACP big wigs. She
some years in a preaching
member
of
the
West Tennessee clinic
of
this
year's
Cotton
Makers'
was escorted on her Civic
at Duke University of
Sportsmen association.
Jubliee
very,
was
very
disTour by Atty. A. A. Letting,
North Carolina.
Atty. Smith was chairman
appointing.
The
Scout
Boy
NATIONAL C A THOLIC
ot the Heart Association's 1964 He is one of the few ministers. who has served as public
CONFERENCE for Interracial Units did not march down
"Clean.
-Up" fund raising cam- relations counsel for an instituJustice has selected Memphis Main and Beale with military
Little Claudia, the six-yearpaign. He has also participated tion of. higher learning, a colto form a human relations or- percision — but hopped, flap- old girl who was abandoned
in fund raising for S.U.N.
'led, and fluttered around like by her parents
lege in the Carolinas. He was
and stayed at
"Cats" on a hot tin roof. It was Juvenile
Married, he and his wife are also president of Kittrell JunCourt until she was A. T. Spaulding, president of,melllbel,illP
the
very
parents
embarassing to see these placed in a
of two children. or college, in North Carolina school, are members of one of
omen
'
s Day Set
private home on North Carolina Mutual Life DELIVERS SPEECH
The Smiths live at 522 Adrian Rev. Crawford came to Mem- the best classes, academically
Scouts • divested of dignity
April 13. has improved un- Insurance company, has been As the speaker at the initiawhile being put through paces
Drive.
tion
banquet, Spaulding's subphis to assume the pastorate of speaking, ever to graduate
believably, says Harry L. elected to a lifetime memberlike Circus Clowns. There is a
ject was "Be havioral Science
historic Avery Chapel CME from Washington, the city's
limit to the action a marching Strong, general director of ship in the University of North and Company Social ResponChurch several years ago. He oldest Negro high school.
Annual Women's Day at unit can be given to — and Mallory Knights Charitable or- Carolina School of Business siblity — Two of the Many
Almost 50 members of the
is married and the father o
ganization.
Chorch of Christ Holy, 907 S. rightfully call itself a march- He said Mrs. I. Maria Administration c h apt e r of Concerns of Present Day
two sons, one of whom has class have averages of over 90
ing unit.
only recently returned from a per cent, with an even larger
Beta Gamma Sigma scholastic Management." •
Lauderdale St., is set for SunThese innocent Scouts are Brooks, president of the WomIn his address, Spaulding
reportorial tour of duty in proportion having averages
days May 24. Guest speaker not to be blamed for the un- en's of Tennessee Regular Bap- honor society.
said, "Company management
above 80 per cent for their high
Thailand.
will be Mrs. Samuel H. Her- becoming action — but Scout- tist Convention, has joined the In notifying Spaulding of his has become more interested in
Also appearing on the pro-'school careers.
ring of the St. Paul Baptist masters and all other adults effort of the Mallory Knights election as honorary initiate for behavioral science recently beChurch, at a 3 p.m. program. who have direct or indirect in obtaining financial support 1964, Dr.
Richard I. Levin, as- cause the manpower mix in
•MIIIIIIIIIII••111111111111•11•111111111•11•••••Nimiso
eilusic
11
will be supplied by authority over these little fel- for Claudia. Mrs. Brooks is sociate
professor of manage- the work force has changed
al
considerably in recent years
St. Paul Baptist Church lows. Traditionally, Boy Scouts also pleased with the progress
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
ment
and
faculty
president
of
a
choir. Rev. James Stuart, Jr. are taught to be given to dig- that Claudia has shown in reand has taken on something of
Seta
Gamma
Sigma,
wrote:
spon.se to love and attention,
is the pastor.
'nity in their actions
"The members of the Uni- a new look — and requires a
he said.
versity of North Carolina different approach to motivaStrong said that help is
tion. New meaning has been
Chapter of
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
needed to continue to raise national Beta Gamma Sigma, given to the management of
a
scholastic honor so•
•
Sat or Sun. $1.25
men.
funds for Claudiii'-s--aiopport. It ciety in Business
Monday
Administraa
Sat.
Open
8
AM.
to
6
p.m.
"The concept of social reicosts $50 a month to keep her tion, have elected
•
you to memthru
• Sun. Open a AM. to 2 P.N.
lin the foster boarding home. bership as the honorary initiate sponsiblity is not new," Spauld•
•
Friday
ing
told the audience, "but
He ask that donations be sent for 1984 . . . Each year
•
the
to the Mallory Knights Charit- society chooses 'that business- never before so many scholars
able Organization at 280 Her- man who most nearly embod- of leading universities supporta
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
nando St. For further informa- ies the principles upon which ed it to the extent that
they
Plamosommoms••••masomm••••••E
tion call 523-2784.
._
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Claudia Is Still
In Need Of Help

Spaulding Elected To
Honor Society At UNC
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i CAR WASH $
.
.

I.

AWNINGS! CANVAS!
LIFETIME ALUMINUM

•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH .

LONG EASY TERMS FREE ESTIMATES
ON ALL PURCHASES NO OBLIGATION
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SLIP COVER
. . •, SPECIAL
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You have to he
BIG to wear II
BAXTER SUIT

41

SOFA and CHAIR
. , . up to four 141
cushions. Corded
;400111 1041/11
heallIS . . . sweep
.,
'VW\ fasteners.(1ut and
lit in your home.
,
‘
plain and punted
patterns.
..
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c
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I IJIER
'
S '5" To Sr STORE

93010 530

Tue.. Wed.. Fri. fi Sat

$5995
EXTRA SPECIAL
INLAID LINOLEUM • ItILAID VINYL
of the
ociatiod;

ednes::
eorgiao
y, start:

Many Pattern From
• Which To Choose ; $
Easy Terms

00

EXTRA SPECIAL—+
Price Includes Installation
Free Estimates

Sq. Yd.

YOU ALWA)S SAYE AT . . .
OUR SALESGIRIS ARE MOST COURTEOUS With the handling of every Purchase.
We have the Most Courteous Salesgirls in Town

WILLIAMS
SKAOE &AWNING Co.
216 S. Pauline

Tel. BR 6-4431

A-1
USED CARS
HULL DOBBS
1960 PLY. Fury
R. H., V-8, P.S.B., 4 Dr. H. T.

$

1955 FORD, Ctry. Sedan
Lugg. Rack. Automatic

$

795
395
195
395
1295

1952 DODGE, 4 Dr. Sedan
Heater, Automatic

$

1955 CHEY
4 Dr. R. H., Power Glide

$

1960 CHEV. Wagon
4 Dr., R.H., V-8, Automatic

$

1961 T. BIRD
2 Dr.. H. T., Solid White, Red Interior $2395
Fully Equip., 911 Power, Salesman Clr
1958 CHEV
4 Dr., R. H., Straight Trans.

1960 FORD
4 Dr.. Cty. Sedan, Fully Equipped
Power & Air

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN MITES

Ammaapir'

•
Plait Hair Spray contains Lanolin
to hold the hoir ... condition it
Works eosy.breety. whether you
use it as a tel . . . as a spray
after combing . . or a spiny
before styling.

•
•
•
•

100•/. Rayon Loop
Solution Dyed Tweed
Choice of Colors
Foam Backed

LADIES' BIB and HALF APRONS
HANDY PLASTIC ASSORTMENT
STRAW HANDBAGS
WAFFLE DISHCLOTHS
DECORATIVE PLACE MATS
FRUIT SLICES
SPECIAL ASST. BATH TOWELS

FOr every atom I n the house! (home
from a wide range of detorotor taloa Cotton looped rug vent, tole,
Tee Grip bodol 30 Ott we.

Long wearing set wok tetra-resilient
pad Alam alummum treated cover
with elaftn stretch band for smooth
111. 5 16 Mot 100% rellulose fiber
pod fra flandord 34 iromno board

.44c
.97c
$1.33
.10c
4 for. 44c
Pound .23c

We DON'T mean you have to WEAR a Sirs 48
long or a 50 stout (even though Sinter DOES
stock these sizes). We DO mean you hart tis be •
big enough to jodge o Baxter Suit on its Merits
— the fiat fabric? — the smart cut — the
painstaking tailoring — the expert alterations
— the low FACTORY-to-you price. Yes — you
have to be BIG to prefer real value too 'HIGH
PRICE" label!!

Page 4
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Rev. J. Mickle In Nov Orleans
Rev. John Charles Mickle, two churches, Central Congrepastor of Second Congrega- gational church, of which Rev.
tional church, is in New Or- William T. Green is pastor. and
leans this week participating as Beecher Congregational church.
a missioner in the United pastored by Rev. Milton 11)
Church of Christ program of Upton.
Mission on Renewal.
The mission is from May 19While there he will serve 22.

SAVE 80

•

'under 'doe 01
borne delivered
oink

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORC

CART HOME SAVINGS!

• •

GO BY BUS
CHOIR OF THE YEAR
The choir of the Pentecostal Temple Church of Gad
in Christ was voted the "Choir of the Year" in a contest
sponsored recently by the Colonial Baking company, and
seen presenting a check for $300 to Samuel Spann, minMater of music, is Wayne Grout, Colonial president. A
Check for $100 was presented to Bishop J. O. Patterson,
Sr., as the pastor of the winning church in the contest

'Friends Day' At
Mt, Pisgah Church

in which more than 100 choirs entered. Judges for the
contest were John Whitaker. LeMoyne College Music
department; Wilford Glenn, Geeter High school. and E.
L. Pender, Booker T. Washington High school. Winning
second place In the contest was the choir of the Mississippi
Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist church, of which Elder
R. Preston Peay is pastor and choir director. The SDA

Mt. Nebo Church Observe Men's Day May 31st

When annual Men's Day is Juvenile Court ,will address
Chairman of the breakfast is
celebrated at Mt. Nebo Bap- the men. Thaddeus T. Stokes, Pete Roberts. The public is inThe Myles Dickey unit at tist church,
563 Vance Ave., editor of the Trz State Defeo- vited to both affairs.
Mt. Pisgah CME church, 2490 Sunday, May 31, Rev. L. D. der, will be the master
Rev. Roy Love is pastor of
of cerePark Ave., has made plans to Sanders, pastor of Great Mt. mony.
the church.
sponsor "Friends Day" at the Zion Baptist church, will be
the featured speaker at a 3
church, Sunday, May 24 at 3 p.m.
program. Music will be
p.m. Guest speaker will be supplied by Mt. Zion Men's
Rev. S. H. Herron. Guest of !Chorus.
honor will be Rev. F. M. Charlie Walton is chairman
Dickey. Zellner Brodie is pres- of the observance. James Bradident of the club.
ley is vice chairman.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
A pre-Men's Day breakfast
Place Your Order Now
h a s also been planned for
Evangelist To Speak
For Individuals And Groups
Sunday. May 24 at 7:30 A.M.
At Ford Chapel AMEZ Judge Kenneth Turner of
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
Ford Chapel A M E Zion
church will observe Friends'
CUSTOM
TAILORS
Day on Sunday, May 31, and
the guest speaker at the morn- The South Memphis AME
ing service will be Evangelist Missionary Institute is schedINC.
Hattie H. Cu/pepper. The uled to hold a meeting MonGloryland Travelers will be day, May 25 at Ward Chapel
248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
featured during the afternoon AME church, 1372 Woodlawn
Memphis, Tinessois
services.
St. The last monthly meeting
Company Maker Whet You Ask For And
Rev. Amanda ,D. Ballard Is was held at Walker Mission
Create, What You Think Of"
pastor of the church.
church Mrs. M. R. Ladd is
president.

choir was awarded $200 and the pastor received $75.
After receiving the money at the services last Saturday
morning, the SDA choir gave a portion of it to help
build a church in Madison, Ma. Seen seated at piano in
hat Is WLOK's Mrs. Joan E. W. Golden, who helped
conduct contest.
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• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

To Moot May 25

Mrs
ch..
. legs
Sci.
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2400
FREE
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tear
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QUALITY
STAMPS!

UNIFORMS
U.S., Board, Nemoam,
Mother of Charily
Nurses, Missionary,
Prayer lend

Every Home Should Have
This Masterpiece!!!

Nylon, Devoe, Cetiee.
1oPilo, Sine I I. 32
Leng,Shorf end 1.14 Sleeve,
R05511 FOR 113$11011
A05 0804111.111001
Laws/Mentes, Available
1111TE FOR MI (ATM. *7

SPRINGER FASNION UNIFORMS

Cars Or
Used Cars

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUr: PL)SE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

each and
Avery coupon

"GREATNESS IN SPIRIT"

101 It 10,5.1.
AS Whitehall It., LW.
Wealim on a,S.C. 011•0103,

Buy Your
1964

^Redeem

Now you can own
a magnificent reproduction of the
most sensational
painting in recent
years.

Coupon Series #5 Good thru May 23rd

WORLD'S LARGEST FOR()
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYOSO

JA 6-8871

NEED
CASH!
6-1Ei
*
r

RD91..thiS-c

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture '
Signature
There Ig a r
Why psissele
II4• to do bo•Intose with us. You,
two, will lik• smut ceurfssous Meatier/of and deslr• to help you.
"Open Thur•cloy •nd Friday
Nlahte Until 7,00 P.M.
Setureley• 9,00 to 100
bIXIE FINANCE CO.

Howe Owned • Hews Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W.. lit, to gay y•• to your
lean reau•sr"
Exevolomd AAA Supervised by
the Stat• Deportment el
Inference elm/ Bot,k,”9.

2 LOOATIONS
III S. MAIN, JA 1-8581
112 Madison, JA 5-1611

For the first time,
a replica of three
subjects endeared
to all American
Negroes hearts.

1

Finer Foods
For
Fewer Dollars
with
Big Star
Everyday
low, low Prices
and
Quality Stamps

In rich color and in a frame of fine recessed wood this
141/2 x 19. embossed picture will enrich your home for
years to come
ONLY $495
THE WILBERN COMPANY
P.O. BOX 6133
Memphis, Tennessee, Zip 38106

Add 4% Soles Tax

, Please Send Me ”Greatness In Spirit" Picture, Framed and Deliv•r•d ($4.95)
Send Check or Money Order
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
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SATURDAY, MAY 211, 1944

Congrech Rev
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church.
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Clubs Register
Frontbonne College Has jAdditional
iW Tri-State Defender
Strong Science Dept.

ter—Mrs. Margaret R. Peinbroke, president.
Monalettes' Social Club —
Miss Bettie Ann Busby, prat- •

ith
many clubs have registered
with the Tri-State Defender's
Club Directory since the directory was established severeral weeks ago for the purpose
club snews
gitvomagl greater
ociaI, coverall
age
table and civic,

lished May 2.
cleP
nte.rsonette Social Club —
Dixie Heights Better Corn- Miss J. Gilliam, president.
munity Club — Mrs. Mae B.. 11-Star Social Club — Mrs.
Wardsworth, president.
• ,Lio
nirc
e hMid,
ST. LOUIS, Mo. .—Chem- At Funtbonne, all students
.HendersisonT,hprrifetaidcele
ut;
t
Art
letry is one of 14 areas in which are required to take basic
Community Floral Club —
Fontbonne college here offers liberal arts subjects, such as
Mrs. Minnie
president. —Mrs. Ophelia Little, presia bachelor of arts degree. Al- mathametics, English, philosoThe LaTesora
Exom'
Social Club— dent:
though a relatiely small college phy, history, speech and a
Mrs. Mayrine McCurdy, pried- World-Wide Youth Orgadiration — Lester L. Phillips.
with a full-time enrollment of foreign language. It is the condent.
around 700, Fontbonne has an viction of the college's adminGay Ladies Social Club — Prjesaiideetntet
not
you
registered
have
If
Social Club — Miss
excellent reputation for grad- istrators that this background
Mrs. Ellen Rushing, president.
Fay Doris Hill, president.
uating well prepared science in the humanities helps a your club, do so at once.
LaJuliette
Social
Club
—
Southside Men's Club —
Below is an additional list
students.
scientist become a more underMrs Sadie Cies:bon president. James
Mitchner, president.
.
'
'
Undergraduate research standing a n d sympathetic of clubs that have registered
Sorosis
Social
Club
—
Mrs.
12
Links Social Club—Mrs.
since the first list was pubprojects in chemistry are a woman.
Helen
H.
King,
president.
Lula
Wilson,
president.
tradition at the college and a The college also offers majBelozan Social Club—Lerline Klondyke Civic Club—Jesnumber of small grants have ors in art, biology, business,
Harris, president.
se James, president.
been received for this purpose. economics, elementary educaFriendly Ladies Social Club Social 12 Christian ClubA graduate of last May, Miss tion, social behavioral sciences,
- Mrs. Magnolia Wortham, Mrs. M. E. Davis, president.
Cherie Gass has been awarded speech and drama, speech
president.
Try Hard Social Club—Miss
the NDEA fellowship for grad- correction and education for
I Beauticians Excelsior Chap- Jeraldine Jeffries, president.
uate work at the University of the deaf.
Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, Fontbonne is a four-year,
RECEIVE SCIENCE GRANTS
;
valued at $6,600 plus tuition liberal arts college for women
Mrs. Rose Poliman, chairman of the
with Sister Mary Wilma Broughton, C.S.J.,
and
permitting her to obtain conducted by the Sisters of St. Tennessee School Food Servchemistry department of Fontbonne cotchairman of the eollege's physics departa Ph.D. degree.
ice Group II held the last meetJoseph of Carondelet.
. lege in St. Louis, has received a National
ment, who has an NSF grant for a fouring for this school year, last
• Science Foundation grant for an
week conference on electriety and mageight'
Wednesday afternoon, in the
week summer institute in hemistry at the
netism at Montana State college, Bozecafeteria of Porter Junior high
Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies.
man, Montana. (Peter Fermin Photot
school. It was the most interestr Oak Rift', Tenn., and here she is seen
ing meeting of the year. Mrs.
Katherine Tappen, the outgoing president, was presented a
gift by Mrs. Ruth Biggs for her
The largest senior class in 1930 and is now accredited by "wonderful leadership." Presz
the nearly 100-year-old history the Southern Association of entations were given to five
high school graduates and
of LeMoyne will participate in Colleges and Schools.
Edward J. Meeman, editor three college graduates for
the college's baccalaureate and emeritus of The Memphis
their academic achievement.
commencement programs May Press-Scimitar, will be com- Ten dollar gifts went to high
mencement speaker, and the school graduates and $15 gifts
3I-June 1.
AFL-CIO President George
Rev. James H. Hargett, min- went to college graduates. The
Meany today urged all affiliat- The line of march will be ister of Church of Christian graduates
are children of memed unions to aid the more than made up of 121 seniors, 104 to Fellowship, United Church of
of this association.
6,000 African students now in receive their degrees June 1 Christ, Los Angeles, will de- bers
President elect, Mrs. Moseale
the United States who are and the
other 17 after com- liver the baccalaureate sermon. Williams, will assume her presseeking summer employment. pleting
Both baccalaureate and com- idential duties as for 1964-65.
requirements
during
In a letter to all unions,
a four-year
mencement will be held on Those elected to serve with
Meany noted that the program the summer session.
campus in front of Brownlee her are: Mrs. Willie Ryans,
liberal arts
instituted in 1981, had won new The last class with the largpresident elect; Mrs. Roland
friends for the United States, est number of graduates Veils Hall, starting at 5:30 p.m.
college for
Powell, secretary; Mrs. Justine
increased U. S. knowledge of in 1961 when 57 received de,the students' homelands as well grees, 76 at the June com- Close-By Marriages
Smith, treasury; Mrs. Vera
women
ler aiding the students having mencement and 21 after com- HATFIELD, England—(UPI) Peterson, program chairman;
'difficulties paying for their pleting their studies during the — Two sisters have planned Mrs. Ida Johnson, membership
summer.
education.
their weddings so that each chairman.
Majors in 23 fields InMrs. Maida Springer of the There were only 18 grad- can see each other married —
Mrs. Dorothy E. Greene,
A step ahead . . . that's where
uates
in LeMoyne's first all. in two
clude business, elemenAFL-CIO Department of Interdifferent churches 300 visiting manager, was comyour graduation puts you.
national Affairs, who coordi- senior college class in 1932. yards apart.
tary education, dietetics,
pletely surprised by the memWhatever your future path,
MEEMAN TO SPEAK
nates
the
program,
reports
that
Jacqueline
Scarborough,
21,
bers with a lovely birthday
speech correction and
May you always stay . . .
during each of the three years LeMoyne was founded by will attend
the wedding of her cake and a gift, which was a
teacher education for the
a step ahead.
of the program, about 400 stu- the American Missionary AsdolResidua and day students
dents were placed in summer sociation in 1870 and was then 18-year-old sister Angela Mary travelers case with a ($50)
deaf.
jobs, she said former students known as LeMoyne Normal at St. Peter's,, Roman Catholic lar bill in it.
SOUTHERN FUNERAL HOME
from African countries involv- and Commercial School. It Church and then walk with the After the meeting the host440 Vance Ave.
ed in this program now hold later became LeMoyne Normal 100 guests to St. John's Protes- esses, Mrs. Emma Lee Wilson
Memphis, Tenn.
. Conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph of Corondialet
-•
and Mrs. Lula Herring served
Important posts as diplomats, Institute and in the late twenSt. Louis 5, Mo.
tant Church for her own cere- luncheon.
industrial relations officers and ties a junior college. It became
a
teachers.
a full-fledged senior college in mony.

Tenn. School Food
Group II Holds
Last Meeting

AFL-C10 Urged
To Aid African
Students In Jobs

iontbonne

121 To March In Largest Class
In LeMoyne History On May 31

College

O

Ir

LANE COLLEGE
•Fully accredited by the State Board of Education of Tennessee and theSouthern Association of Colleges and Schools.

PHILANDER SMITH 1
COLLEGE
(Philander Smith College's Dream Unfolds)

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
DR. ROOSEVELT D. CROCKETT, President

*Where high educational standards are matched by sound Christian
emphasis.
*A member of UNCF, NTEA.

Image: Concern, Inquiry,
Christian Personality

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Church Related

Co-Educational

*Construction of a Student Union Building.
ACCREDITED BY

*Construction of a Gymnasium with Swimming Pool Facilities.

•

North Central Association
of Colleges end Secondary
Schools. University Senate
of The Methodist Church.

*Construction of New Men's Residence Hall

UNDER AUSPICES OF

"A Smybol of
Christian Education"
1882-1964
I. Julian Smith Holt
Mee Wenien's Dormitory

•

July 13
Registration for Second Terns
Aug. 15
Final Exam for Second Term

1964-65 CALENDAR
SEP TEMBER
6 Dorrotari•s Open for Freshmen • 12 Noon
7 Pm/Almon Orientation begins
11.9 Fraihman Entrons• EsentInatIons
10 R•gl•tratIon for F reshmen
10 Dormitories open for Upper Clossiorn
11-12 R•glstration for Upper Cloomen (R•gistrotion •nils at 12
Neon, Seatenther 12/
12 Late Reststretten Pee charged
14 Lot day for Rest motion
begin at B.00 A.M.
14 CI
16 Lest Op ler chows In Program
NOVEMBER
10-12 Mid•Sern•st•r Exerninati•ns

of EducaMethodist

DEGREES OFFERED
B.A.
B.S. in Natural Science
B.S. in Home Economics

Men's Dormitory, Cefet•rlo, Dining Hail, ituel•nt Union,and
Women's Dormitory.

TRAINING FOR

SUMMER SCHOOL CALENDAR
June 8
Registration for First Term
July 11
Final Exam for First Term

General Board
tion of the
Church.

JANUARY .

20-22 Paull Exeminatiens
SECOND SEMESTER
JANUARY
24 Registration for Serena Semester
27 Cl
Begin at 8:00 A.M.
27 Lets Restoration P.. shored
2$ Leos Dity let Rest stretion
2t test Deg for Change in Program
MARCH
2344 61141•S• master Rseininetten•
MAY
25.21 Fiord Ettem,nations

Elementary Teaching
Secondary Teaching
Religious Education
Secretarial Vocation
Graduate Study

STUDENT AIDS
Rethodist Student Loan Program; National Defense Loan;
United Student Aid Fund; Scholarships and Work-Aid,

PRE-PROFESSIONAL
STUDY FOR
Medicine, Ministry, Dentistry, Engineering, Law,
M•dic al Technology,
Nursing, Pharmacy, and
Social Work.

SUMMER SESSION
(2 Terms)
May 30, 1964
August 10, 1964

LANE COLLEGE

FALL TERM BEGINS

Jackson, Tenn.
C.A. Kirkendoll, President

September 7, 1964

President and Mts. Crockett entertain students and faculty persons In
their living room. At Philander Smith the 41.1tfam of student receptions
and informal visits In the President's Horne Is traditional, arid sets the
tone ef friendly hospitality that is characteristic ef the School.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE:
Director of Admissions, Philander Smith College,
Little Rock, Arkansas

Dead-Eye Dick And The Lame Duck

The New
Tri-State Defender

Jackie
Robinson
Says

"The South's Independent Weehjy"
Home Office: 236 Silbuth Wellingteo — Plume JA 6•839i
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
• •
• •••
• • • Publi%h•r
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE • • • • • • • •
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or Photos. Published Evory Thutstitty by th• Ntow Tri•Smt• Publishing
Cis. S•cond
Class Postog• Paid ot M•mphis. T•n000000, Und•r Act of Match 2, 1879.
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YOU — THE STUDENT
The bell that assembled millions of school children about
nine months ago will soon signal the end of another school
term. Out of the schoolroom
these children will rush for summer vacation.
The end of a school term is
mixed with glee, gladness and
sadness. It is a gleeful time for
the student who has not done
well in school, and who is bored
and disinterested with the learning process. It is also a gleeful
time for the student who has
done well but the call of late
spring enchants him. Its a time
af gladness for the student who
eas successfully completed his
7.areer in secondary education
and anxiously awaits entrance to
eollege.
lit is a sad time for the student of average grades, of subaverage monentary means, who
desires to further his education.
The bell that summoned the
'average" student some 12 years
ago becomes a gong that signals
the end of his formal education.
There is still a sadder note for
'.he "average" Negro male student in a an "average" family
vhich has an "average" daughter. The family --- by trimming
'he family's budget — can provide finance to send only one
child to college. Usually the
daughter wins out over the son.
THE NEGRO WOMAN
This is one of the factors that
contributes to the vast chasm
between the Negro man and
woman in this country. The Negro woman is better educated,
therefore, she can obtain abetter job than the Negro man, proportionally speaking.
Yet, no race is any stronger
than the abilities found amonog
its men.
The above statement is not

an attempt to fan the flames of
the age-old battle of the sex. The
statement was made simply in
passing. Nevertheless, it is factual.
The Negro boys — from a very
early age — must be given more
motivation, must develo
greater interest, must create
a greater desire to excel. By
this I do not mean, nor even advocate, that all boys must complete a college education to betome successful in life. The simple fact is that a college education is not tantamount to success. At best it is an exposure to
general or specific knowledge.
But the desire, if applied to
any endeavor, generally speaking, will produce excellent results. Excellence is not competitive, it seeks the highest possible standards for itself.
WHOSE ONLY REWARD
I congratulate the graduating
seniors. I wish for them the
greatest success in their endeavors.
I employ other students to seek
to excel. Take to heart lessons
expounded by your teachers.
Heed closely the motivation of
your principals, whose only reward as an edmator is to see
students excel.
Students! Inquire of Mr. Louis
B. Hopson, his greatest desire as
a principal. Ask the'same of Mr.
Floyd Campbell, Mr. Jesse D.
Spring, Mr. Melvin Conley, Mr.
Harry Cash. Mr. Robert Morris,
Mr. Abner Owen. Jr., Mr. Oliver
J. Johnson, and Mr. Richard B.
Thompson. Ask these educators,
who have done so much to give
guidance for a better future for
so many students, the greatest
gift you can offer them for the
long weary hours they have
spent in attempting to create the
best learning situation for you
— the student,

•

Murder Tales Peril Nation
_

Temporary Setback

Notwithstanding
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

the way remains open for civil
rights groups to press through
political means and protests for
better racial balance in Northern schools.
The National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People supported t he Gary
brief. In its petition to t h e Supreme Court the NAACP said
that the question was "whether
the Constitution tolerates a
school board's acquiescene in the
operation of a school system
which is segregated in fact, merely because it did not intentionally or overtly create it."
The fatal weakness of the
Gary brief lay ir its failure to
press the argument that the Gary
school board was originally a
party to the conspirt.cy of racial
separation by erecting school
buildings in residential areas
that tend to perpetuate racial
imbalance.
The Supreme Court, soon or
late, will have to render a judgment on the question of de facto
segregation. School boards have
been hiding behind residential
patterns of segregation as a basis
for Neighborhood Schools. The
Court simply cannot close it
eyes to a device that contravenes
in both spirit and deed the
basic assumption of integrated
schools.
The Supreme Court's refusal
to review t h e decision of t h e
Court of Appeals, must not be
construed as closing the door to
further litigation on this issue.
Other cases of like character and
significance are bound to reach
the high Court before long.

BRI
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The whole civil rights movement suffered a crucial but not
insurmountable setback when
the Supreme Court left-standing a...decision that school boards
have no constitutional duty to
end racial imbalance resulting
from patterns of residential
segregation.
What is being played down by
the racists is the fact that t h e
Court did not itself pass on the
merits of the issue of de facto
segregation. It simply denied to
review the lower court ruling.
The case came from G a r y,
Indiana, where 97 percent of
that city's Negro public school
population are in predominantly
Negro schools.
The Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit, in deciding the
case last October, found that the
school imbalance did nOt result
from any official policy.
The Circuit Court said that
school districts had been drawn
originally on non-racial lines
and that their racial characteristics had changed with population shifts.
In taking the case to the
Supreme Court, the complainants did not challenge these
findings. They did not argue that
the Gary school boat-d had deliberately caused t he racial division of its schools.
The argument was, rather,
that it is unconstitutional for a
school board to "acquiesce" in
such de facto segregation.
Nothing in the case puts any
legal roadback to remedial projects by local school boards. Thus
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Only In America
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By HARRY GOLDEN

Boxing's Last Round
David Brinkley, probably the
all fighters take loosen the
best man on television, today had
covering on the skull. The brain
actually rattles after that.
a one-hour show, "Boxing's Last
David Brinkley observed that
Round." Benny Paret dying in
prizefighting held out a promise
the ring was the most effective
to uneducated boys of minority
piece ot television reporting I've
groups who saw in the prize
'seen.
ring a chance to achieve f am e
Gov. Pat Brown of California,
and money. But it is not quite
a vastly under-rated man, hau
that simple.
some terrifying revelations about
By instinct the immigrant
the tight game.
from the Mediterranean areas
I'm not so concerned with the
and Eastern Europe (then later
criminality of gangsters an u
from our Negro and Puerto
crooked managers who take
Rican ghettoes) understood that
away all the earnings from their
prizefighting is a way to acceptfighters; n o r does it shock me
ance. The fame and the money
that deals are made,
were part of it, but basically we
What dismays me is that boxwere all hunting for acceptance.
ir4g is no t a sport. It is o u r raThe Jewish boy on the East
tionalization of t he instinct to
Side knew that h i s interest in
see blood spilled; it is an instinct
labor unions and in I h e settle'
that goes back to the killing of
ment house and even in science
Jews on Easter Sunday mornwould get hini acceptance as
ing, of the 12th and 13th centurquickly as possible the Angloies, and the earlier feeding the
Saxon ethic of violent, courage'
Christians to the lions and the
ous action.
gladiators murdering one anThat is why most of the early
other for t h e titillation of an
histories of the Jews in America
obscene mob.
svaste countless pages telling
I was a boxing fan for some
how we fought in the Revoluyears. I went to most of the irntionary War and in the War of
portant fights in Madison Square
1812 and until very recently did
Garden. Going into the Garden
not mention that many of t he
in those days on Friday nights,
ideas of the s o c i a 1 science we
I always met a young man in the
brought with us are today a part
lobby named Willie Jackson.
of the American law, s u c h as
Willie had been one of the best
social security and collective
lightweights of his era, but as
bargaining and special nrotecyou walked around t h e lobby
tion for women and children in
greeting friends you had everyindustry.
body wound up with five or six
A Jewish boy who berame a
business cards Willie Jackson
boxar was a hero, just as Cassius
had handed you. He had forgotClay or Joe Louis was a hero two
ten that he had given you one a
generations later.
minute before. He had no recBoxing is dein,
'of ifs nwi,doognition whatsoever and he
rev. The local ,--lobs have lone
spoke haltingly and he was sellsince closed ard the folks only
ing papers and twine. You took
seem interested in the ehamninnhis card and pretended you had
ship bouts — and atter the Lknot seen him a minute ago.
ton-Clay fight. I doubt +bey will
In those years. I got to knew
sustain an" interest. at all,
a very good light heavyweight
I would ioyously join an"
named Paul Berlenbach. W ha t
movement which has for its ourhappened to this strong, brave
nose the abolition of this monsman after a few years in this
trolls "sport" of blood, death,
brutal contest is horrible. He
and corruption.
could hardly speak. He weaved
(Corivri,,ht (CN. 1C164 bv 1-Tnrrv
his head from left to right conno1r-4ml (Distro,nted by Bellstantly. The blows he took and
McClure Syndioatel
secilesseiemesaimeseissisissommeiletee.,..sea
ssalsesei ..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,numumwm

Know
The
Negro
B) AL DUCKEI f

Bias Against Women
Only the other day Vital Information Press (VIP), which
syndicates this column and
Jackie Robinson's weekly message, released the results of a
poll on the 1964 Presidential
elections.
The poll was based on the answers to questions regarding the

opinion of some very strategic
and influential people in the national Negro community—publishers and edit',rs of Negro
newspapers. Thirty-four editors
repre'enting newspapers in
twenty-one states and the Disrife of Columbia, replied.
I will leave it to the political

T he entire country is n ow
being told about senseless and
brutal murders of white people
which have been committed in
Harlem within the last few
weeks.
Some of the newspapers have
played these tragic events in the
context that these are "h a t e"
murders hatched by some insidious group — a secret society
which is giving expression to a
dark and sinister vendetta.
Every decent human being, of
whatever race, cannot help but
feel a sense of revulsion that
any individual or group of individuals would be so depraved.
Down through the years, both
In the South and in the North,
there has been a long and torturing series of unsolved "hate
murders" of the Negro, but this
is no excuse for blind and vicious retaliation.
One New York newspaper,
which has a big circulation and
apparently small concern f o r
the Negro or the Jew, has had a
field day with these murders. We
can't help wondering whether
somewhere' along the line, the
smear Harlem technique is coming into play.
If some folks had their way,
they would run as many stories
as possible to frighten away the
World's Fair crowds streaming
into the city. There was a time
many whites went to Harlem for
pleasure and sightseeing. This
trend has dwindled seriously.
I am more concerned however,
with the atmosphere of hate
which seems to be spreading
throughout the land. Some six
months ago, in the wake of tha
President's death, we were a
saddened people, shaken up by
the naked exposure of hatred.
A lot of fine words were written and spoken about how we
could honor our fallen chieftan
by avoiding hatreds. Yet, there
seems to be more disunity among
Americans today than ever before.
One of the reasons is some of
the propaganda which is being
spread. The same newsnaner I
spoke of earlier slyly insinuates

that the "hate murders" .are
done by folks who thus win the
right to take the surname of "X".
This would seem to imply that
the Muslims a r e behind these
terrible deeds. I do n o t agree
with the Muslims' plea for a segregated society, but neither do
I believe they are guilty of many
of the things for which -they are
being blamed.
Somehow, other people w h o
are guilty of causing divisions
among Americans don't get
blamed. T h e boss of t he FBI
sends out verbal buckshot. about
Communists in the civil rights
movement. The head of the police department in New York
City sends out verbal buckshot
about "irresponsible" let...ders. It
is easy to call names.
It takes courage and integrity
to name names. The Dixiecrats,
engaged in a talkathon armed
like a gun at the heart of civil
rights (Mr. Wagner's line) aren't
helping. Sen. Barry Goldwater
who would write off the Negro,
isn't helping.
What must those 80 per cent
of the world's people who a r e
colored people think of us?
Imagine yourself as one of their
delegates at the UN. You leave
that building, dedicated to world
peace and justice. You walk a
few blocks and perhaps are refused a sandwich or made to feel
uncomfortable by the obvious
distaste of a waiter.
You find suddenly that an
available apartment isn't available because you are the wrong
color. How easy is it going to be
for you to return to the debate
and make up your mind whether
to vote with the Commmunist
bloc or to stand up for the decisions of democracy?
How easy la it for you to resist
the suggestion of the head of the
Chinese Reds that all people of
color band together to defend
themselves against white per.
secution?
This is a problem which has a
fierceness and a clear and present peril to life as we have
known it and dreamed of it. Not
violonce nor counter revolution
nor name-calling will solve it.
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Why LBJ Is Coy
WASHINGTON — President
Lyndon B. Johnson has done all
but announce the obvious —
that he will be the Democratic
Party's presidential nominee. To
the average man, this coyness in
withholding a flat political
declaration is understandable,
but there are practical reasons
at least to men in politics.
In the first place no President
wants to appear to have to seek
a position from the political
party he is supposed to lead and
control. It would appear to be an
admission that his party m a y
prefer someone else.
The principal reason, however,
lies in a president's traditional
role as the leader of all the people, regardless of political party
dividing lines. Most presidents,
while they recognize the source
of the political power that
brought them into office, do not
want to appear to be favoring
one group of voters over another.
As long as it serves no practical purpose for a president to
announce his candidacy for
office the tendency is for him to
analysts and prognosticators to
develop the portent of the poll
in its strictly political sense. What
interested me was the reaction
of those newspaper executives
to the question:
"Do you object to a woman
Presidential or Vice-Presidential
candidate?" Nineteen editors said
they did object. Fourteen said no
—they did not object.
Does this mean that, in the
minds of these pollees still lingers the time-worn belief that a
woman ought to stay in her
"pia( e?" Does it mean that these
editors and publishers believe
that women aren't "ready?"
If so, there a r• interesting

delay that announcement until
the latest proper time — when
his party's political convention
meets to choose its candidate.
One other factor bears heavily
on non-announcement — the relation between a President and
Congress. A President is constantly sending communications
and requested legislation to
Capitol Hill. He likes to do this
in his role as the national leader
seeking the welfare of the nation
as a whole — not as a politician
seeking partisan advantage.
In order for Presidential legislative request to get the best
possible reception in Congress it
is necessary that the emphasis
constantly be on public welfare.
Any tinge of political advantage
admitted, although it exists in
actuality, would simply envoke
opposition in areas which, while
they may be politically opposed
to a president, are in agreement
with the legislative objectives
being sought.
Lack of candor is a necessary
part of t h e American scene at
this season- of the political year.
It's something to bear with until
the time passes.
parallels between these convictions and those held by some people about the Negro in his quest
for first-class citizenship. Some
way-out psychiatrists, no doubt,
could come up with some fancy
conclusions about the Negro attitude toward women.
But then how do we know that
this attitude is not one shared
by whites? I do not know of a
poll in which such a question
was nosed to whites. It may be
that Negro men would be more
honest in expressing their prejudices against female invasion of
high politics than whites would.
You figure it!
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HELEN!!
I PUT MY
GLASSES
DOWN SOMEPLACE AND
cANT FIND
THEM —

ME ? GEE,
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BIG BEN BOLT

HENRY

I APOLOGIZE FoR MY NASTY THOLs5HTs,
MR.BOLT. 1.11TER ON 1I'M GOING'TO TRY
TO KNOCK YOUR BLOCK OFF, BUT
NOW—PLEASE
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I DON'T WANT IT To
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POPEYE

DONALD DUCK
HE'S A-SCARED I'LL
TELL POPEYE WHO
CLEOPATRA REALLY
IS!
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DO YoU HEAR THE 'BELLS, 01-1,CAESAR!
HOW
MY -MARI THIS IS OUR
WONDERFUL!
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LISTEN TO THE
HAPPY 13ELL16.,7-HEY'RE
SINGING OUT THE
JOYOUS NEWS TO
-THE PEOPLE!

N'T
WORRY:
I WILL.
SAVE 'IA!

IN OWEN HONOR SOCIETY
New members %PIT initiated into the Mu Alpha chapter
of Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society at Owen college recently, and officers installed during a program in the
college's Roger William hall. Seated, front left, are Robert Edwards, Misses Georgia Hunter sad Willie Ann

Hughey and Charles Cabbage. Standing, same order, are
Misses Peggy Wilkes, Glorious Boyd and Louvenla Harley,
Bethel Harris, Misses Juanita Branch, Thelma Phillips
and Alberta Johnson. A highlight of the program was a
quiz show,"College Bowl."—(Hooks Bros. photo)

Hieing "programmed" teaching methodogy---considered by educators the first
truly new approach to learning In generations, BritannIca Schools is first to offea you
"teaching machine" courses in mathematics:
first to PROGRAM in science, humanities,
social studies—in fact the entire secondary
school curriculum. And first to bring the

experienoe and wisdom of the internationally
renowned Iowa Writers' Workshop into
home study for the creative writer.
Here, outside of a school system, is an
approach to home learning which combines
the historic tutor-student relationship with
new, easy to assimilate "programmed" materials.

38 sew courses now available
IOWA WRITERS' WORKSHOP

Numbers and Numerals•An bitiodaction to
Verbal Problems in Algebra•Basic Mathematics • Algebra 1 • Plane Geometry•Algebra II • Solid Geometry • Trigonometry •
Analytic Trigonometry•Introdoction to Sets.
,nequalittes and Puncttoiss • The Language,
of Algebra • littroductory Calculus 1 and It.
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: Learn the
mathematical basis of the descriptive statistician. Use informative statistical data more
effectively in your business and daily life.
MATHEMATICAL BASES FOR MANAGEMENT DECISION MAICING: Learn the
language of the men who talk to the computers. Acquire the ability to make management decisions by objectifying all the variables in mathematical terms.

t

fiction Writing: Advanced Fiction Writing;
Writing Poetry: Advanced Poetry Writing.
Exclusively through Britannica Schools, four
courses handled by the Iowa Writers' Workshop staff.

FOUR COMMUNICATION COURSES
WRITING IS FOR READERS A language
eicills course. A muat for the college-bound
student.
COMMUNICATION IN BUSINESS AND
INDUSTRY: A course. that deals with the
No. 1 problem, from assembly line orders to
the president's report.
TECHNICAL WRITING: I. introductory.
15. Advanced. Tb• case approach to writing
for a multi-billion dollar space-age industry.

FIFTEEN PROGRAMMED
MATHEMETICS COURSES
The "second language" of modern man—a
complete aeries of elementary, secondary, and
a major portion of university mathematics.
plus management-level courses taught by
Britannica s exclusive "teaching machine"
method: Seventh Grade Mathematics•Whole

FIFTEEN SECONDARY LEVEL
"PROGRAMMED" SUBJECTS FOR
SELF-ENRICHMENT OR REVIEW
ANITIES--Erigilsh Composition: EngH
lish Literature; American Literature; Spanish 1 and 2.
SOCIAL STUDIES—Economica: Sociology:
Civics: Modern
U.S. History
History
World Geography.
SCIENCE—General Science: Chemistry; Biology: Physic*.

HRITANNICA INCHOOLII
Dept. 50-14
A Dlolide• et Eneyel
is Britannie• Press
If gnat Jackson Besale•srd • Chicago. Illinois Mitio4
Please send me additional information on the
courses checked. I understand that thi• IA no
WAY obligates me.
0Iowa Writers' Workshop
Humanities
Writing Courses
, Social Studies
Communication Courses
fl Science
0 Mathematics including Deacriptive Statistics and Management Decision Malting

o

Delta Official
From Oklahoma
Visits Memphis

Seven of the nine students at Tougaloo college, Teasaloo.
Miss., who were named to "Who's Who Among Students
In American Colleges and Universities" are pictured here.
On front row, from left, are Mrs. Joan Harris Trumpauer,
history major, Falls Church, Ga.; Miss Bobble Jean Gray,
elementary education, Memphis, and Miss Gloria Waller,
biology, Greenville, Miss. In back, same order, are Jerry
Ward, mathematics, Moss Point, Miss.; Joyce Ladner, sociology, Hattiesburg, Miss.; Memphis Normas, sociology,
Wiggins, Miss.. and Albert Lassiter, chemistry, Vicksburg.
Absent from photo were Miss Dorothy C. Wilburn, sociology, °ketone, Miss., and Louis Stallworth. biology,
Laurel. Miss.

Mrs. Minerva SlOss of Oklahoma City, Okla. — Director of
the Central Region of Delta
Sigma Theta sorority, was the
weekend guest of Miss Maggie
L. McDowell, director of the
Southern Region.
Mrs. Sloss is a public school
teacher in Oklahoma and is
active in the Methodist church.
She stopped in Memphis enroute to Hayti. Mo. to visit One of this country's out- !South Union, Ky. Today alum.
with the sorors of the alumnae standing Catholic priests, the ni of this seminary serve in 12
chapter. Sorors from three Very Rev. Father Bernardin U. S. dioceses. He is also presstates — Oklahoma, Missouri,
and Tennessee were able to net Patterson, is scheduled to speak ident of the Midwest Clergy
together Sunday morning at at Christian Brothers College Conference on Negro Welfare,
Miss McDowell's residence for auditorium, Monday, May 25 founder of the National Instiseveral hours.
at 8 p.m.
tute for Race and Religion,
Memphis Alumnae -Deltas
Father
Bernardin,
O.S.B.:
Judge of the Matrimonial
who met Mrs. Sloss: Mrs. Lorene Osborne, president; Miss B.A. J.C.B., J.C.L., LLD, will iCourt for the diocese of
Rose Robinson, chairman of speak upon "The Christian Owensboro, Ky., and cousin of
the culture-teen lift scheduled Challenge in the American I former Heavyweight Chempion Floyd Patterson.
br June; Mrs. Lois Gilder, Dilemma."
Mrs. Bernice Abron, and Mrs. Father Bernardin is the first i Formerly, Farther BernarMary W. Collier, national Negro priest
elected Superior din was at St. Maur's Priory.
chairman of the nominating of a Benedictine Monastery
in
Sponsoring the affair Mon.
committee, Mrs. Bernice Smith, the United
States. He is pres- day night is the Catholic HuMrs. Claudette Scott, and Miss ident of St.
Maur's Interracial man Relations Council of
Audra Taylor, Hayti, Mo. Miss Monastary
and Seminary at Memphis. Admission is free.
Maude McDowell
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I
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May the continued efforts that have bre** yoe this prize—
Brill yes to even greeter
sectess in the future.
Wonder Bread & Hostess cup Cakes
Continental Baking Co.
400 Monroe Ave.

FOUNDED 1954

Begins Its Second Decade Of Service

A Two-Year Institution
offering General Education
with special in Business,
Bible and Religion, and
Pre-Teacher Training.

Summer School
June 15 through 24

ADMINISTRATION NUMBING. HI %MTN ORLEANS STREET

For Information and Application Blanks Write:
Office of Admission'
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DEFENDER

LeMoyne College's
1964 Summer Session
Five-Week Session and Eight-Week Session
Offered Concurrently
FIVE-WEEK SESSION
June 12 - July 18

Page!)

Yale Professors Will Teach Humanities Seminar For
High School Students At LeMoyne College This Summei
LeMoyne College will conduct a unique humanities seminar for talented high school
students during the summer. The five-week course begins June 15 and will be coordinated by
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, professor of history at LeMoyne. Registration date is June 3.
Seminar classes, which will include English composition and rhetoric, speech and drama,
literature and historical thought and philosophy, will be taught by graduate students from Yale
University who have earned master's degrees and are now studying for doctorates.
Advanced students from Grinnell College in Grinnell, Iowa will assist the Yale professors
in teaching the classes.

EIGHT-WEEK SESSION
June 12 - August 8

First preference will be given to students recommended by their principals and guidance
counselors. Others may be admitted if they write letters of applications to Dr. Johnson requesting
•
interviews.

REGISTRATION
Lobby — Brownlee Hall

Classes will be held five days a week, from 8 a.m. to noon. Afternoon activity, which will
be optional, includes recreational swimming and drama workshops. Library facilities will be
available.

Friday, June 12
9:00 A.M, — 4:00 P.M.

The seminar will be limited to 75 students. Fee per student for the seminar is $30 which
includes cost of books.
The seminar is designed primarily to attract high school juniors, but will be open to all
high school students desiring to apply for admission. It also will be open to high school graduates
who are preparing to enter college in the fall.

1964 SUMMER PROGRAM
The 1964 summer program"*Wilrbonelst of two
sessions offered concurrently: One five-week session
with classes extending from June 12 through July 18
and one eight-week session with classes extending from
June 12 through August 8.

CREDIT ALLOWED

REGISTRATION

COURSE OFFERINGS
• Courseg Will'offered on the basis IA the'faculty
which can be secured and the demand for courses as
indicated by intending students.
Education
*(No course listed below will be offered with an
enrollment of less than ten students).
201 Intro. Tchr. Educ.
*Tentative list of courses to be offered:
202 Hum. Growth-Dev.

EIGHT-WEEK COURSES

Students may register for courses in both the
June 12 eight and five-week session. Students who register
Registration
for courses scheduled during the five and eight-week
9:00 AM. - 4:00 P.M.
period may carry up to nine semester hours. Students Education
304 Tchg. of Lang. Arts
(Late Registration Fee Charged After June 12) who register in courses scheduled for the five-week
405 Audio Visual Education
may not take more than six semester hours.
13
period
June
Classes begin (both sessions)
403 Tch. Soc. Studies

301 Hist. of Educ.

FIVE-WEEK COURSES

Last Day for Registration and,
June 17

(No Registration after 2:00 P.M. June 17)
July 4

Holiday

July 8

"Classes End (Five-Week Session)

Aug. 8

•Classes End (Eight-Week Session)

TUITION FEES
$ 3.00

Tuition (per semester hour)
Late Registration Fee
Lab. Fees

17.00
, 3.00
$300 - $7.00

Tuition and fees are due at the time of registration. Any other arrangement must be made with the
Business Manager.

Classes will meet from 8:00 A.M. AA 2:00 P.M. English and Literature
201 Rdg. Writ. and Crit.
Monday through Saturday. Students should not regis202 Rdg. Writ. and Crit.
ter for courses unless they can meet every session.
301 World Literature
302 World Literature
319 Speech and Drama
All students who plan to attend the summer session must file application for admission or re-admission. Forms may be obtained from the OFFICE OF Health and Physical Education
THE REGISTRAR.
230 Theory-Prac. Org. Play
Specific courses scheduled for the summer session
335 Adapted Physc. Educ.
will be determined by the requests made on the
application forms. Applications should be returned
to the Registrar's Office immediately so that course
schedules may be completed not later than the second Music
305 Piano
week in May.
For additional Information Write:
Philosophy and Religion
Office of the Registrar
301 Philosophy
LeMoyne College
302 Philosophy
Memphis 6, Tennessee

APPLICATIONS

3 sem. hrs.

350 Group Dynamics

3 sem. hrs.

420 Curr. Planning-Pract2

3 sem. hrs

100 Music Appreciation

3 sem. hrs.

302 Public Schl. Music.

3 sem. hrs.

2 sem. hrs.
2 sem. hrs. Natural Science
2 sem. hrs
100 Basic Mathematics
2 sem. hrs.
2 sem. hrs.
200 Biol. Sci. Survey

4 sem. hrs.

203 Conserv. Nat. Res.

4 sem. hrs.

A non-credit recreational swimming class offered from

3 sem. hrs.

202 U. S. History

3 sem. hrs.

201 Prin. of Economics

3 sem. hrs.

201 Intro. Sociology

3 sem. hrs.

202 Social Problems

3 sem. hrs.

3112 The Family

3 sem. hrs.

2 sem. hrs.
2 sem. his.
2 sem. hrs.

Special Offering:
502 Workshop in Modern Mathematics

2:00 - 3:00 P.M.
Monday through Friday
Fiv.s.weeks of instruction — $15.00

4 sem. hrs.

2 sem. hrs. Social Science
2 sem. hrs.
201 U. S. History

L

RECREATIONAL SWIMMING

3 sem. hrs.

302 Educational Psych.

Music

CLASS SCHEDULE

Course Changes

Registration Fee

2 sem. hrs.
2 sem. hrs.
2 sem. hrs.

3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.

for Elementary Teachers
3 Sem. hrs.

DEFENDER

NO 10 _

fair with champagne.
Allegiance, audience singing of
Scads of guests — but not "God Bless America" and the
too many — enjoyed the con-jinvocation given by John J.
viviality of the Alphas —Johnson.
thoroughly impressed when,' Mrs. B. B. Fingal gave the
they sang their poignant and occasion in her own inimitable
revered national hymn in a big style, and a stirring and instrong floor filling circle dur- spirational address was made
.by the Revered E. W. Williaming intermission.
The ladies were tres chic —,son, tribute never to be forgot.
themajority in lovely long ten by Mr. Currie, nor by the
formals — the men in the sea-'rapture-filled audience. Rev.
Williamson was introduced by
son's white dinner jackets.
Plaudits for the wonderful L. B. Hobson, Principal.
annual event go to Thomas Following the program, Mr.
W. Doggett, chairman, William Hobson entertained Mr. Cur.
Mardis, Mervin McCoy, George rie, his wife, Mrs. Mildred CurX
111 Cox, Willie Lindsey, Harold rie and members of the ap.
Winfrey, Wallace Wilburn and preciation program committee
at a formal dinner held in the
▪ James Swearengen.
Other members include reception rooms of the Home
• • • I amen
'Jethro Alexander, C. J. Bates, Economics Department.
DERBY ROUND-UP . . . we!Alpha Pi Chi Soroity present-Charles Bell, Arthur Bowles,
mentioned the Kentucky Dar- ed its "Verna. Extravaganza" Fred Brown, George D. Clark,
by last week, and since then at Currie's Club Tropicana on Jr., Kenneth Cole, Walter
much details have reacheu our Sunday, May 10, besides lea- Evans, Frank Gray, Walter H.
ears especially about the nany turing exclusive models, the Gibson, Robert Hardy, William
beautiful parties. Thanks to occasion honored t hree of Hawkins, Arthur Horne, Onzie
Mrs. Leland Atkins, as well Memphis' matrons who have Horne, Marshall Horton, Henry
Willie P. Rounds, Jr., a formas Mrs. Johnetta Hozay — we given distinguished service to Johnson, 0. B. Johnson, B. F. er student at Tennessee A & I
earning
thus
community,
the
Robert
King,
James
Jones,
:an pies on tnese delighifal
university, is here visiting his
the sorority's Humanitarians Lewis, H. T. Lockard, Walter family
doings:
after spending more
Awards.
Handsome
Year
the
of
HarMcDaniel
T.
W.
Martin,
The Thursday night rrc,:zdthan two years in Paris, France
Mrs.
tropics
awarded
were
Perkins,
Thomas
Osborne,
old
ing the "Run for the Roses"
where he was stationed with
ALMA ROULHAC BOOTH, Charles Pi nksto n, Aaron
is traditionally the time for tho
the 555th Medical Company of
ATKFN6
MAXINE
MRS.
Edward
Price,
Hollis
Powell,
Derby Parade with its many
MILDRED Reed, Frederick A. Rivers, the U.S. Army.
,seared SMITH AND MRS.
beautiful floats -- all ,
After his furlough, he will
HEARD.
TAYLOR
Robertson, George
William
return to Ft. Dix, N. Y. where
to Kentucky's famed fast
Jr.,
Speight,
Robinson,
0.
W.
these
to
Congratulations
horses and beautiful women.
he will be stationed until disthree charming and hard- Marvin Tarpley, Lewis Twigg,
The following evening at 6 working ladies who give so Clyde Venson, George Watkins, charged in December. He is
p.m. Dr. and Mi s. Robert Dock- much of their time and talent Thomas Watkins, Johnnie Wat- the husband of Mrs. Betty Jean
ery were hosts at swank Ex- to the areas in which they son, H. J. Whalum, Ernest L. Rounds of 2405 Elridge St. His
ecutive Inn. Later, at 9 p.m. Mr. serve and also to the long Young, Joe Young and W. H. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie P.
Rounds, Sr., live at the same
and Mr.;. Lcslie Perry v ere
, lists or organizations and In. Young.
address.
hosts at a Party emPlime"" dividuals and causes that bene- EDDIE CURRIE DAY
ing their houseguest Dr. and fit from their outstanding ef- Rev. Eddie L. Currie, ManasMrs. Maurice F. Gleason i,f forts.
sas Auditorium Coordinator
Chicago and our own Dr. and
Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway and former English teacher,
Mrs. Atkins.
made the presentations for the who is also a fervent commu- The LaTesora Social club
has planned its Sweetheart
Saturday morning, Mr. and sorority, and Mrs. Thelma nity worker in Brownsville,
Dance for Saturday, May 30
Mrs. J. C. Hankins entertain- Davidson, as general chairman, Tenn., his former home, and
at the Elks Club, 401 Beale St.,
ed with a breakfast at their and Mrs. Susie Currie as co- where he still pastors The First announces the president, Miss
georgeous home which over- chairman were responsible for Baptist Church, returned to
a very outstanding event. (See Memphis last week after being Mayrine McCurdy.
'ooks the river,
invited to Phildadelphia, Pa.,
From there it was The Der- Story elsewhere).
where he was honored by the
by at famed Churchill Downs. Fashion Models included
baptist Ministerial Alliance in
Race Track, an event that is Mesdames Ruth Baker, Pauline
Eiland, Denice he City of Brotherly Love, and
Dne of America's most spectac-1Swayze, Judy
'Hawkins, Evelyn Barbee, Mil- presented a beautiful plaque
Aar events.
,dred Jones, Lorice Van Pelt, or his work in Brownsville
Other social highlights in!Vivian Williams, Ann Barbara and in championing the cause
give,
sluded the boat party
f the displaced persons who
Griffie,
Ma
.
Mr. and Mrs. Horton, on a 'Mitchell, LoviMaryb
Bean, Mae Willie Smith, t one time received national
ooat that is used traditionally
Odessa Dickens, Granvilla E. attention because of their
*or this event — a benefit sponHarris, Juanita Holmes, Rose housing in Tent City.
sored by the Women's League. Caviness. Margaret Cuttler, The signal honor was markOf course, there the countless Harriette Smith and Frances ed with three appearances in
Derby house parties. including Douglass.
churches in Philadelphia, and
those of Dr. and Mrs. Milton
Members of Alpha Beta full coverage in Philadelphia
Young and Dr. and Mrs. Boa- Chapter include Mrs. Selma newspapers. While in Philadel!toe Bryant.
Smith, Mrs. Essie B. Fletcher, phia for the week of citations,
Friends of many Memphia.ns Miss Maggie Newsom, Mrs. he visited t h e Philadelphia
teen at the various affairs.Newsom, Mrs. Minnie Lee Al- Board of Education and
were those we mentioned lastlen, Mrs. Susie P. Hightower, brought back materials, syllabi
week, Mrs. Hozay, Mr. and Mrs. Linnie Johnson, Mrs. an d other evidences of t h e
Mrs. Frank Stanley avl
• --rs' Lucille Gist, Mrs. Bree Wind-,work of the system for his
Stanley the former Mrs. Vivian bush, Mrs. Margaret Clay, Mrs, fellow - workers at Manassas
Conley of Memphis: Dr. and Foster Johnson, Mrs. Dorothy a n d for the benefit of our
Mrs. Gleason, Dr. and Mrs. F. Williams, Mrs, Roland E. Board of Education.
Roscoe Bryant — these hay- Powell, Mrs. Daisy McQuiller, The faculty and students. of
ing visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert m„. Susie Currie, M rs. Alpha the school, believing that they
Lewis, Jr. during a Thanksgiv- Ferguson and Mrs. Elizabeth too owed a debt of appreciation to the genial and welling Weekend here: Dr. and virse.
Mrs. Ruthie Strong was the liked personality, sponsored an
Mrs. William Moses, Dr. and
Mrs. Ralph Morris, Dr. and very able commentator of the'Appreciation Program in the
Mrs. Rufus Clement (Dr-Vernal Extravaganza Program,'school auditorium last ThursClement the famed president with a special showing of hats day morning which came as
him.
of Atlanta University: Dr. and from Carsla's Bitique, and (as- a great surprise to
courage,
Mrs. Robert Dockery, Dr. hions from Lula's Dress Shop. Citing his vision,
in
Waldo Williams, The J. C. The Tertis Dance Group gave dedication and leadership
advancing the common welHankins who have been the a dance interpretation.
the
.
fare of his fellowmen .
frequent guests of the C. C. ALPHA PHI
program including a stirring
Sawyers), Mr. and Mrs. Perry ALPHA FORMAL
The good brothers of A Phi presentation of Colors by the
Bush, Mr. and Mrs. William
Color Guard, Pledge of
Patrick of Detroit. Mrs. Robert A were gallant hosts at a smart NDCC
Foster Of Los Angeles, The spring formal at Curries last
Fred Clement, of Institute, Friday night. The annual event
highlight,
West Va., and Dr. and Mrs, is always a social
and with President Joseph
Paul Boswell of Chicago.
Westbrook, vice president.
MRS. CALLIE STEVENS
Char/es Tarpley. Secretary A.
ENTERTAINS
TERMITES -ROACHES
B. Owens, CJhra.:rlecsorresponding
Chic and glamorous Mrs.
BUGS -RATS
WATER
L
. ,I
Patterson
secretary
Callie Stevens spread a lavish
Edison Morrison.
and Banded
!mused
treasurer
Jr.;
welcome mat for her friends !Parliamentarian Loonie BrisCALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
.
in THE SOPHISTICATES Club ,coe;
Edward
EMBARRASSED
sergeant-at-arms
and scads of others last Fri- Reed, Chaplain Jessie Neely
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
day evening at the home of and editor to the Sphinx HatMrs. George W. Cain on Effie old Winfrey heading up the
CALL
Road.
scores of other Alphas —
Many, many beautiful cos- the night of impecable gaiety O.Z.EVERS
,
1111
tumes were chosen by the ar- with a cocktail party for
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
ray of smart matrons attend- Alphas and their wives and
ing the party, where arrange- sweethearts preceeding the
ments of pink and orchid dance, toasting their ladies
spring flowers were massed
about the party rooms and on
the buffet table in the dinir..;
area where a white lace clothe
over white was ,e handsom,•
background for branched Cardlelabra holding pastel taper
that cast soft flickering shsdows on the gleaming silv,,i
service which held a deliciou
supper.
During the cocktail hour. d,
licious hot and cold ho!,
Cash
$295 Cash
MORE
d'ouevre were served.
Callie's prizes were items de;,,
to the heart of milady —
tapesty carry-all with acceIvories; a printed satin fitte,i
travel case, and an array of
Dior, Lancome, and Givenchy
imported colognes specifically,
Miss Dior, Magic, and Madame
Roches — won by Dot McSAYE
Daniel, Ceneta Quail and Su,.
Ish of the Sophisticates grom,
and other guests Addle r)
Jones, Harriette Walker a r3
Leola Gilliam, with a specHl
prize going to scorekeeper
"Bootsie" Spright Other men,
No Interest-No Carrying Charge
bers included Gwen Poston,
Dorothy Westbrooks. Margaret,
WE CARRY OUR OWN PAPER
Rivert Bernice Barber and
Arneda Johnsois.
Others having a gala time at
the beautiful party, held the
night of the Alpha Dance,
where so many were headed
later on were Gladys Martin
Greene, Marian Pride, Othella
Shannon, Margaret Goodloe,
Sallie Bartholomew. Rose Rob229 N.
inson, Louise W a r d, Lillian
Roberts,
y
Mar
Corner Exchang•
Campbell.
Frances Hayes, Juanita ArnDevil',
Harriet
Booth,
Alma
old,
Easy Term.
327-7127
Addle Owens, Myrtle White
Memphis Owned •
Memphis Operated
and your scribe.
ONLY AT YOUR
HUMANITARIAN AWARDS
When Alpha Beta Chapter of
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Merry
Go-Round :

▪ By MARJORIE I. ULEN

Returns From

Paris, France

Sweetheart Dance

CO:ETTES AWAIT GEORGIA SENATOR
The Memphis Chapter of Co-Ettcs, Inc. are looking forward to their Graduation Dinner on June 3 at the
)1Inzanine Ballroom of The Auditorium. when The Honorable Leroy Johnson. Member of the Georgia Senate,
will be the dinner speaker. Senator Johnson is the first
Negro to hold such a legislative post in the South in
92 years, The $5.00 subscription event promises to be a
highlight of the graduation season, and will compliment

14 graduates of the organization of high school girls.
Left to right are Myrna Williams, Angela Flowers; second
row Sandra Williams, Twyla Miles, Carita Harrison,
Veda Reeves, Priscilla Marr, Clarese Hobson, Johanna
Sandridge, Rosa Bell, Carol Thompson, Delane Graham,
Shiela Grant, Joyce Cochrane, Muriel Horne, Patricia
McClellan; Wandra Johnson and Yvonne Robinson.—
(Withers photo)
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PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.
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PH. FA 7-6033

Big Discount On All

a hair relaxer

FANS

safe as shampooing...

9x12 linoleum ANHY
PAY
$495

96 linoleum

Sealy Quilt Top Innerspring Mattress $3995
3 Pc Cordovan Mahogany Bedroom Suite$9945
Maytag
Washers

Hotpoint
WITH
US Refrigerators

SAMUELS

FURNITURE CO.
MAIN ST.,

your beautician

recommends it!
can't revert in rain or heat

OfSt

PERMANENT

cool from start to finish
actually conditions hair
makes hair manageable

spit

now styling's a breeze
for all types of hair

HAIR RELAXER

111EAUTICIAN'S...•T •

PRICK

YOU

CAN

APIPORD

• •`

rage ii
where she is matriculating ref ties avid leadvisilip. Our hats
an exchange student this se- are off to Miss Burns.
mester from Lane College in
The exchange program will
Jackson. Students are picked continue with four students goon the basis of scholarship, ing the first semester of next
participation in campus achy- year also.

by
________
30411MiDIAnna C. Cooke
.
4

Fishing Rodeo To
Attract Hundreds On June 13

haudadi e, Lawrence
m TQuails,
•
o o l chitho
SCHOOL EVENTS
e.Stokes.
jPenn had no trouble keeping d re
" become and
Hnunadrreedesx poefeted
Vacation time is here alreadylth. audience spellbound.
ir —
oheisn sptohni.
great F
fiisshhein
rig
neR
nodew
for Madison County teachers
At St. Paul CM E Church,1 year's
and students with school out the Anderson Circle held its. sored by the Filar City Junior
last week. Schools in the city annual Woman's Day program Chamber of Commerce, Satursystem and local colleges havelat the evening service with
day, June 13 at Barbee's Lake,
a few more days. Baccalaureate very entertaining numbers,
5108 Horn Lake Rd. Fishing
speaker for the Lane college honoring mothers.
will start at 10 a.m, and will
graduates on Sunday, May 24 The main events of the evencontinue until 3 P.m
will be Rev. Grover C. Jay, ing were the naming of the
Pastor of Trinity C. M. E. Mother Of the Year, Oldest
Jaycee chairman of the
Church, Augusta, Ga.
mother, youngest mother. Rodeo, Rufus R. Jones, said
W. Barton Beatty, Executive Mother with the largest num- that the grand prize this year
Campaign Director of the ber of children, the largest will be a bicycle. He added
United Negro College Fund, number in Sunday School and "many beautiful prizes will be
will be the Commencement the special mother of the given to winners."
speaker on Monday, May 25. church.
Fishing poles and bait will
Both events will be held on
Receiving the various honors
girls
the campus in front of the were Mrs. J. B. Brooks, Mother be supplied to boys and
library, weather permitting, at of the Year; Mrs. Margaret who do not bring their own.
Free refreshments will be
5:00 P.M.
Jones, oldest mother (102 to be
Vesper Service for Merry exact); Mrs. Louvella Sibley served at luncheon time.
High graduates will be held on Manuel, youngest mother; Mrs. Small children participating
Sunday, May 31 at 4:00 P.M., Ovaille Goodrich, the largest in the Fishing Rodeo must be
We salute
With the Rev. W. H. Vance.,number of children; Mrs. accompanied
by an adult,
minister of the Church of Johnny Vaulx, the largest warned Chairman Jones.
ANNUAL TEA
your fine
Quarles, Mrs. Velma MeChriston. Mrs. Manse Stanhaek. , Christ here in the city, deliver- number of children in Sun- School children from six to 16
A lovely silver punch bowl accented the 25th anniversary
achi•vement,
ing the sermon. The Com- day School, and the special
years of age are eligible to enSitting around table (1.-r.); Mrs. Joy Horne, Mrs. Cassancelebration of the Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi
mence ment exercises will be honoree, Mrs, Celesta Meater the contest. Deadline for
WELL DONE.
dra Harris, Sponsor-Zeta Amleae; Mrs. Carlotta Watson. Tuesday, June 2, centered cham,
Beta sorority, when the annual Mothers Day tea, attended
entering is June 12.
Mrs. Eva Hamilton, hidden with a lovely hat; Mrs. Hilda
by 22 Zetas and seven of their Angles. (friends) and one
around the theme; "New Ideals
All received tokens and each
visitor, in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Georgia Cain. Zetas
Heim, Mrs. Evelyn Spillers. Mrs. Cella Chaplin, Mrs. for a World in a New Spirit." person who had a mother preEntry fee for the Rodeo is
Pearlina Saunders. Standing (1.-r.); Miss Birdie Lenoir,
were paying tribute to Amicae who help them carry on
The valedictory address will sent was invited to pin a rose 25-cents.
Mrs. Onie Hunt, Mrs. Debora Thompson, Mrs. Loretta be given by Miss Gloria Atch- on her as a token of love.
their community projects, scholarship and optical servThe only official entry appliices. The Zeta Amicae Scholarship recipients is Miss Laura
Kate°. Sauth Central regional director of Amicae affairs. erson and the salutatory ad- When the delegation from cation form will be found in
went
to
Tennessee
Washingdress
will
be
delivered
by
student-LeMoyne;
Miss
Miss Laura Lawrence, Zeta Scholarship
Lawrence, a junior at LeMoyne college, who sang at the
the Tri-State Defender.
Wilma Shaw who are first and ton recently for a conference
Mrs. Marie Stenson: Mrs. B. A. Calloway; Mrs. Lillian
tea. Mrs. Grace Horsier played a piano solo. The presidents
Other members of the Rodeo
with Senator Albert Gore on
second
ranking
students
in
this
of the two groups, Mrs. Annie Naylor and Mrs. Annie
Stokes, Zeta's Secretary; Mrs, Earline Somerville. Zeta's year's graduating class.
the impending Civil Rights Bill, committee are George Holmes,
vice-president; Mrs. Annie M. Naylor, President; Mrs.
Higgins, expressed their pleasure over the excellent spirit
Another event on the calen- Dr. W. R. Bell and Mr. Joe S.
of cooperation existing between these two hard working
Frances Taylor, Zeta's assistant secretary, Mrs., Julia dar at commencement time at Merry were in attendance.
*icon;
Banks;
Mrs.
Sara
Minnie
sister,
Mrs.
As you know, Senator Gore
Merry is the annual "M" Club
groups. Gifts were exchanged and a home movie was
Lane and her
shown by Mrs. Julia Lane to climax the affair. Among
Miss Cornelia Sanders; Mrs. Grace Horner; Mrs. Lareeni* banquet which is scheduled for voted to send the bill to EastFriday, May 22 at 8:00 P.M. All land's Committee which was
hose attending were: Sitting-front (1.-r.): Miss Utoka
Cain and Mrs. Anna Morris.
former athletes are invited to not in accordance with his
attend and special honors will previous votes. You are still
be paid to athletes in classes asked to write your senators
of 1934-44 and 54. Speaker for your views on the passing of
the occasion will be one of the Civil Right Bill. Mr. Gore
Merry's former great athletes, will want your vote again, I
who resides in Rip- am sure.
Author James Baldwin is one Levi Moore
Among the thirteen coeds
ley, Tennessee.
of nine well-known American
Speaker
at
the Woman's Day and six men tapped into Cardiwriters and critics who will
observance on last Sunday at nal and Blue Keys, national
take part in a five-day confer- Berean Baptist Church was senior honoraries, was Miss
ence on "The Negro Writer in Mrs. Marie Penn, dean of wom- Shirley Burns of Brownsville
the United States" this sum- en at Lane College.
Tennessee.
mer at Asilomar on California's
With her wealth of experi- Miss Burns received her key
Monterey Peninsula. Baldwin ence in church work, Mrs. at Nebraska Wesleyan College
will discuss "The 'New Negro'
and Old Problem: The Responsibilities of the Negro Writer."
Other participants will be
Arna Bon temps, p o e t, playwright, novelist, and editor;
Gwendolyn Brooks, Pultiree
Prize winning poet: Horace
Cayton, co-author of "Black
Metropolis"; Ralph Ellison,
winner of the National Book
Award for his novel "The InA co-educational liberal arts college, fully acat Hentoff,
visible man";
staff writer for the New Yorkcredited by and a member of the Southern Assoer magazine; Herbert Hill, auciation of Colleges and Schools.
thor -and labor secretary for the
NAACP; Leroi Jones, poet and
poetry editor for Corinth magazine; Saunders Redding, professor of literature at Hampton
Nationally recognized — Excellent faculty —
Institute; and Harvey Swados,
Scholarships offered to qualified students refacthe
member
of
novelist and
gardless of race or creed.
IT WAS A GALA
ulty at Sarah Lawrence college.
The conference is presented
It was a gala affair for club members of the Gay Cavaby University of California ExTo U ga 100 graduates are prominent among
lier Club held recently at the Club Handy. The group pictension and will meet August
tured (left to right, seated) James White, Herbert Rice,
leaders
in education, medicine, dentistry, the
Conference
Asilomar
at
5-9
club president; Mrs. Geniva Mass, Harry Henderson, Mrs.
law, social work and other professions.
Center, near Carmel and MontDaisy Williams, Guy W.- Hall, Mrs. GUY Hall, Mrs. Ann
erey on the northern California
Sue Smith, A. J. Randolph, Edward Madison and Mrs.
coast
t.
Susie Lee Heart. (Standing), William Jones, John Martin,
Conference participants will
and Percy Nichols.
review the history of Negro
btautifulfy fashioned dress
writing, its movements and inof washable* acetate and
fluences, and will delineate the.
role of the Negro writer today
cotton seersucker .•.
in his relationship to American
.softly.'clraped neckline
culture. Lectures, panel discusTOUGALOO COLLEGE
sions, and readings by the auwith flip- tie . the
thors will serve as the basis
TOUGALOO, MISSISSIPPI 39174
ns.ot a
skirt is.•back-gored for. easy fit • a drea.
for more general discussions
and a free exchange of ideas
... choose charcoal
dress for carefree Summer wear.
among writers, critics, and
or. brown strips, each on white.
members of the audience.
James Baldwin's novels include "Another Country," "Giovanni's Room," and "Go Tell
It On the Mountain." His books
of essays are "The Fire Next
MAIL ORDERif, add Soc postage plee.4% for Tostsateet
Time," "Nobody Knows My
delivery ... allor 10 days for.deltverY.
Name," and "Notes of a Native
Son."
Further information and application for enrollment may
be obtained from University of
California Extension, Berkeley,
California 94720.

,4

257 S. Main St'.
JA 5-3794'

Nine Writers To
Hold Conference

TOUGALOO
COLLEGE
Tougaloo, Mississippi

Dr. Adam Daniel Beittel, President
THE REGISTRAR

For A SUCCESSFUL PARTY
And Lots Of Fun

Charter, the
"MEMPHIS QUEEN"

MI Alumni Plan
Members of the Memphis
chapter of the Mississippi Industrial College Alumni chapter are planning a fund raising drive to help the Holly
Springs, Miss., school in its
building program. All alumni,
former students and friends of
the college are asked to help.
Those wishing to help in
the drive may contact the
local alumni president, Joe
Gentry, at 276-2170, or Mrs.
Angie Mitchell by dialing 9489600.

The Mississippi River
Excursion Boat

CAPACITY 308

ALABAMA STATE
COLLEGE

Where the educational emphasis favors
unquestioned competence for the expanding
opportunities of our times."
— LEVI WATKINS, President
44
.• •

Call 527-5694
or 525-0943

Name Of Club
President's Name

DEGREES CONFERRED IN
Teacher Education
Bachelor of Science i Elementary Education
Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education
Master of Education in Professional Education.

(Last
Pictured is Miss Mary Elizabeth Bonds Just
after she had received the crown of "Miss
Lane College" to reign for the school year
of 1964-65. The crown was released by
Miss Carolyn Vaulx, graduating senior who
was "Miss Lane College of 1963-64." Miss
Bonds, presently a junior, will be a senior
in September, 1964. She is the foster
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Anthony
of Jackson and has had the distinguish

I

honor of reigning as "Miss Dragonette"
during her freshman year at Lane. Upon
completing her high school training, Miss
Bonds was recipient of the WJAK Radio
Scholarship as a result of her performance in the "Miss Bronze West Tennessee
Pageant." She is presently weekly news
columnist for the Lane College student
news in the Jackson Sun and is a Sigma
Gamma Rho soror.

Bachelor of Arts - Fachelc.•,,r of Science

Register your club with the Tri State Defender for greater news
coverage. There is no charge. Simply fill out the above form and mail
it to the Tri State Defender, Post Office Box 311. Memphis, Tennessee.

For Further Information Write
The Director of Admissions and Registrar
ALABAMA STATE COLLEGE
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA

,

SAT

2_
DEFENDER

200 Attend Banquet
For LeMoyne Athletes

the University of Alabama per- included such speakers
as Dr.
form in intimate concerts on Benjamin Mays, president'
of
the campus. In addition to Morehouse college; George
L.
these, the Stillman band and P. Weaver, assistant secretta
a
choir give periodic concerts of Labor; the Rev. Willi
and travel on extended trips Sloane Coffin, chaplain of Ya
each year.
university, an.t the novelit....
This year's lectureres have John Killens

Nearly 200 student leaders, letters, and freshmen were
faculty members and alumni given letters.
paid tribute Friday night to
One freshman, Marion BrewLeMoyne's athletes at the col- er,
is an honor student at Lelege's annual athletic banquet. Moyne.
Singled out for special recDancing followed the banognition by the alumni were
quet which was held in the
Milton Mack, the college's Commons.
track star; James Gordon and
Featured speaker of the eve-.
Mon roe Currin, nationally fling
was William 0. (Bill)
ranked basketball player, and Little,
a '57 graduate of LeCoach Jerry C. Johnson.
Moyne and now successful
Special tribute went to Rob- basketball and baseball coach
ert Hambric, captain of the at Douglass High School.
1963-64 basketball team, who
Little gave praise to both
was named most valuable Coach Jerry Johnson and the
player by his teammates.
Magicians and urged LeGraduating seniors Robert Moyne's athletes to reach for
Nelson, Vertis Sails, Cleophus high goals of life.
Owens and Hambric were preSamuel R. Brown, an alumsented blankets and letters by nus of LeMoyne and popular
the college. Sophomores and sports writer, was master
of
juniors received jackets and the situation as toastmaste
rs.

JOHNSON C SMITH UNIVERSITY
Charlotte 8, North Carolina

1867-1964
OFFERING THE FOLLOWING:
A.B. Degree in
Elementary Education, Economics, English,
French,
History, Music, Political Science,
Psychology, Re.
ligious Education, Social Science and
Sociology.
A 3-2 Program in Liberal Arts-Engineer
ing in cooper°.
tion with New York University.

B.S. Degrees in:
Biology, Chemistry, General Science,
Mathematics,
Physical Education.
A Six-Week Summer Session—June 3
-July 10, 1964.
A Member of: Southern Association
of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, Association of American
Colleges,
American Council on Education, Council of
Protestant
Colleges and Universities, Council of
Theological
Education of the United Presbyterian
Church, USA;
Pfesbyterion College Union, United Negro
College
Fund.

1

Associate Member of:
Theological Schools.

Am erican Association of

Approved by: American Medical Association,

Cat'
Of
To

SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1961

Southern University
.Baton Rouge, Louisiana;
FELTON G. CLARK,
President
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Golden Anniversary
The physical plant of the school in 1914
consisted of one large frame house, the former plantation home, and several small houses
and cabins surrounding it. Southern had an
enrollment of 48 boys and girls, and a faculty of nine.
FRENCH ACTRESS AT STILLMAN
chatting with students at Stillman college of Tuscaloos
a,
Ala., are members of the "La Treteau de Paris," a French
drama group following the presentation of Jean Anouilh's
"The Lark," based on the life of Joan of Arc. The
Islay
was only one of Stillman's cultural affairs planned
to
educate beyond the classroom.

KNOXVILLE
COLLEGE
for effective study and comfortable living
.. .0 four•y•ar, co-educational college operated
under th• auspices of the Board of Notional
Missions of the United Presbyt•rion Church
in th• United State. •1 Americo.
. . .also supported by The United Negro Colteg•
Fund, Inc., Foundations, Alumni, and Friends.
In each of its students, fully accredited Knoxville Colleg•
seeks to develqp a high lev•I of professional competence growing from stimulated interest and rigorous Instruction and training; an understanding and inquiring mind based confidently in
knowledge; awareness, acc•ptance, and commitment to a personal relationship to J•sus Christ.
To implement its high oirns, Knoxville Colleges offers: (1)
A well-truin•d faculty; (2) A strong curriculum; (3) Modern buildings and equipment; (4) Broadening extra-curricula activities;
(5) High quality education at low cost.
Dearest offered: Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science,
Bachelor of Science in Education, and Bachelor of Science in
Music Education.

Freshmen Arrive September 13
Classes Begin September 21

James A. Colston,
President

Ph. D.,

WRITE: THE REGISTRAR
Knoxville College
Knoxville, Tennessee 37921

Stillman Provides Tops
In Music,Art, Drama
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — Still- individuals who are educated
man college takes pride in pro- beyond the classroom in the
viding a cultural program of arts, music drama, and the
excellent quality for its stu- ideas of Western civilization.
dents.
One of the finest aspects of
In a year's time Stillman stu- the Stillman cultural program
dents view first rate art dis- Is its offerings in drama. The
plays, see some of the world's Stillman Thespians, the stutop artists such as Marian An- dents drama group, have bederson, and hear lectures come well known for their
sufrom outstanding leaders like perior productions.
Martin Luther King.
Annual art and international
Recently a French drama photography displays are
group, "Le Treteau de Paris," shown to the students
and
presented Jean Anouilh's "The faculty. Great musicians
like
Lark," a play based on the life Marian Anderson and popular
of Joan of Arc.
jazz and folk singers like
In recent years they have James Brown and Joan Baez
staged three Broadway hits, and renowned choral
groups
'Raisin in the Sun," "Purlie such as the Norman
Luboff
Victorious,' and the musical, choir are a part of the offer'Lost in the Stars.'
ings for 1964.
Stillman is concerned that its On Sundays at Stillman
lostudents develop as cultured cal artists from the
area and

•

1914

•

1964

Ie

YEARS

In the past 50 years the school has grown
to a nationally-recognized institution of higher
learning, with an enrollment of more than
5,000 students, a faculty of more than 300, and
a physical plant valued at over $35 million.
CURRICULA: Arts and Sciences, Engineering,
Law, Pre-Dental, Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, Social Work, Music, Agriculture,
Pre-Medical, Industrial Technology,Commerce,
Home Economics, Pre-Ministerial, Education
and Graduate.

•

For Further Information Contact:
THE REGISTRAR
Southern University
Southern Branch, P.O.
Baton kouge, Louisiana 70313

•

STILLMAN COLLEGE
"THE CC'i.EGE WITH YOU IN MIND"
5

FULLY ACCREDITED
LIBERAL ARTS
CO-EDUCATIONAL (600 students)
EXCELLENT FACULTY

MAJORS:

MEMBER OF UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND
CHURCH RELATED
INTERRACIAL AND INTERNATIONAL
REASONABLE RATES

• •

biology, business administration, business education, chemistry,
Christian education, Lommercial studies, elementary education, English, French, general science, health and physical education, history,
mathematics, physics, social science, sociology, Spanish

SUMMER SCHOOL—JUNE 8-AUGUST 15

WRITE:
ADMISSIONS COUNSELOR

FALL TERM—SEPTEMBER $1

STILLMAN COLLEGE
TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA

•

• •
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Of LeMoyne Officers
To Be Elected
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JUNE 4th-5th
CLASSES BEGIN
JUNE 8th

•

at

HENDERSON
Business
College, Inc.
530 Linden Ave.
JA 6-4756
Baccalaureate

May 24,
St John
Baptist Church
11:00 a.m.

• Commencement
May 25,

Progressive
Baptist Church
394 Vance Ave. i
8:00 p.m.
1

'WELCOME' IN SIGN LANGUAGE
Goodwill Industries, a firm that specialises
in helping the handicapped help themselves, will open a new store at 1169 S.
Bellevue, near Mclemore, on Thursday.
May 24, and seen here telling Miss Claudette Artison, right, of 1493 Dunn ave.
about It in her sign language is Mrs.

Lawrence Fields of 1311 S. Launderdale,
a deaf mute, who works as a presser
for Goodwill. Profits from the sale of
renovated material goes for the Income
of handicapped workers, about 56 per cent
of whom are Negroes.—t5ILE Photo)

TOUGALOO, Mias. — A realistic recognition of the Negroes can and do come to- !fall of 1964
may expect to scie
comprehensive
development problems that confront Negro gether on an equal footing. As !greater changes during their
program for Tougloo College is students, and its willingness to such it is highly conscious of !four
years on the campus than
experiment."
being worked out in cooperaits responsibility for promoting have occurred at Tougaloo in
'ESSENTIAL ASSET'
tion with Brown University in
In its report evaluating communication between t h e a similar period of time. There
Providence, Rhode Island. Rep- Tougaloo college the races and doing all in its power
are still openings in the class
resentatives of Brown Univer- committee from Brown to reduce the corrosive affect
sity have been studying the University wrote that of segregation on the state's :entering in the fall of 1964. Apresources of Tougaloo College Tougaloo "possesses the one social, political and economic plications should be filed now.
and
the conditions under essential asset that no amount life."
which the college operates. of money can provide — a OPEN TO ALL
Members of the Tougaloo col- wholehearted devotion to the Plans for the next decade are '0 Sing Unto Big Daddy'
lege faculty have visited Brown ideal of academic freedom. This not directed toward developHARTINGTON, England -university to confer on mat- asset makes Tougaloo an ir- ing Tougaloo as an exclusively
ters of curriculum and educa- replaceable institution in Mis- Negro college. By its charter (UP1)—A group of Hartington
tional policies.
sissippi. It accounts for she it is open to all races and youths opened a church "for
Tougaloo was chosen for this .College's ability even now to creeds. The faculty is inter- young
people" in the baseinteresting educational experi- attract a surprising number of racial and international and ment of the local Methodist
ment with Brown University capable persons to its faculty there is a growing minority of chapel.
because of its unique position and staff, in spite of extremely white students in the predomI "Our aim is to make this
as "the only voluntarily in- limited physical and financial inantly Negro student body.
,a church that is really 'with
tegrated liberal arts institution inducements.
Significant growth and exsaid Peter Brown, who
in the state of Mississippi, its "The College is literally the pansion are planned for Touplays the drums in a group
commitment to the highest only educational institution in galoo in the next decade. Stuthat will provide pop music
ideals of academic freedom, its Mississippi where whites and dents entering Toitgaloo in the
for the weekly services

Biggest Rights Protest In Wisconsin's History
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI) — More than 10,000 Negro students boycotted public schools yesterday in the biggest civil rights demonstration yet in
Wisconsin's largest city.
Negro leaders said the one-day protest against

and that there has been an out- At Madison, Gov. John Reybreak of measles.
nolds said he had hoped that
Vincent warned the boycot- the school board would have
ters they are truants in t h e met with civil rights leaders
111110•.80.1111111111•W
eyes of the law, hut he said as requested by Mayor Henry
he would take no action against
Maier. Ile said the school
de facto segregation was a
them except in cases where
success, pointing out that about cat.
board's
decision not to meet
He pointed out that this the absence was part of a tru50 to 55 per cent of the Negro was'
a minor Jewish holiday ancy pattern.
was
"shocking."
children in public schools joined the boycott.
School Superintendent Harold Vincent conceded that
the boycott has been "In part
successful," but said he was
SUMTER, SOUTH CAROLINA
grateful the walkout didn't
1908 • 1964
have a great effect. He praisNASHVILLE — A collegiate ed Negro students who replanning conference in session mained in school.
Owned and operated by the State Bapat Fisk university has moved
tist and Missionary Convention of South
The school board denied that
to eliminate a cooperative ex- de facto segregation exists in
Caroline. Morris College offers courses
amining system in use the past the more than 20 schools in the
In the major fields of Liberal Arta and
several years in favor of the city's so-called "inner core"—
Sciences and In Education. Majors are
broader College Entrance Ex- where the bulk of the Negro
offered In Biology, Chemistry, English.
History, Mathematics, Religious Educaamining Program at the re- population lives. They said
tion and Elementary Education. The
quest of the 32 presidents of neighborhood
patterns have
college also has a School of Religion,
UNCF affiliated colleges.
brought about the all-Negro
which provides training for ministers
Conference officials explain- school situations.
and other religious workers. Degrees
ed that while the CEEB sys- The boycott was orderly.
granted are: A.B., B.S., B.S.E1., B.Th.
tem, which goes into effect Double shifts of police were at
and RD.
with the 1965 school year, may the affected schools and other !
be more expensive to indi- possible trouble spots, but no
vidual students, it will be incidents were reported. Picbroader because it will open kets showed up at about a dozexaminations to all eligible en schools and a mass demonstudents, opposing the dis- stration was scheduled for midcarded CIEP's exclusiveness afternoon at the school administration office.
for Negro students only.
They credited the CEEB's
Some white students joined
added expense to the fact that In the boycott, showing up
it is given five times each year among the 5,000 or se who
and on special occasions at the attended "Freedom Schools"
request of member institutions, set up at churches and other
while the CIEP is given onIss buildings.
once a year.
Lloyd Barbee, one of,the Negro leaders, said he was encouraged. He said the boycott
was "quite a thing considering
the intimidation that was made
at the schools themselves . . .
and all the fear that was whipped into the community here."
Barbee said the "large number" of whites that helped out
Vincent de Frank, conductor as Freedom School teachers
For further information, write President
of the Memphis Symphony or- and the white students w h o
0. R. Reuben os Mrs. J. W. Taylor,
Registrar.
chestra, has selected J. Ma. boycotted "is a harbinger of
Corredor's "Conversations With the legitimate concern of citiCasale' to review for Cossitt zens against the school board
— SUMMER SESSION —
Library's "Lunching With operation of segregated and inFirst Six-Week Session — June 4•9
Books" program this Thursday, ferior schools for its Negro
citizens."
May 21.
Registration June 4
A favorite of de Frank's, the Assemblyman Isaac Coggs,
Second Six-Week Session
book is a transcription of a D-Milwaukee, said "This is the
Registration July UP
series of talks with the great greatest civil rights demonstration in state history." He said
cellist
Ilimetal (Parse Orfertade
Music, Spain, politics and it would have an effect because
Mathematics for the Elementary Arias/ ?Peeler
personal reminiscences of fam- "everyone in Milwaukee now
Mathes/sties ter the ltmendery Ceassi Triclite
ous musicians are topics over- knows our attitude."
Experimental Teekolgnee
(heals*, tar the Elementary
FASHIONS AND JAZZ
playing a central core of one
It appeared from school
sad Seenndary heleel ?ember
man's search for moral values figures that absenteeism was
Fashions and Jazz will be featured when
and women', shoppe owner: and Timothy
A General (atom I Ile•ellng Teekaleitee sad Motsens
in the trying twentieth cen- about 11,000 more than nordemanded br the State Depart/seal et rotseatlea
the Kellogg, Employes Social club presents
McGuire, business manager of the club.
mal, School attendance is
tury.
its fourth annual Fashions and Jazz show,
The 13 young men of the club will earFor Further Information Write to:
de Frank, himself, a cellist, about 110,000 and absentees
Sunday, June 'I at Curries' Club Tropicana
mark proceeds from the show for a local
The Director of Summer Studies
will present a portrait of the usually run about IOW.
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Above are, seated.
charity project. In the past they nave
MORRIS COLLEGE
admirable man and great mu- Monday's absentees totaled
left-right: Miss Barbara Turner who will
contributed to the Sickle Ceti Anemia
21,314.
sician.
StliWTER, SOUTH CAROLINA
narrate the show: and Miss Marian Mitresearch; Heart Fund. and Goodwill ChilDrop by with sandwich. Cof- Vincent said not aU of Monchell, the club's sweetheart. Standing is
dren's Homes,
day's increased absenteeism
fee is available.
could be attributed to the boyMiss Eunice Carruthers, a local designer

MORRIS
COLLEGE

UNCF Will
Broaden Its
Entrance Exam

Symphony
Director To
Review Book

Congratulations To The Graduating Seniors

Of The
•

CITY AND COUNTY SCHOOLS
from the

• •

Page I 3

Tougaloo's Resources Studied By Brown U.

Election ot national officers
for the next two years and
reunion of members of all "4"
'Classes will highlight the annual meeting of LeMoyne College's General Alumni Association scheduled for Satur-day, May 30, on campus.
• Representatives from all
;sections of the country, in.cluding St. Louis, Chicago,
sLos Angeles, Detroit, Cleve*land, New York and Washing.
ton, D.C., will join LeMoy'nites of Memphis and the Tritate area for the annual meet;Mg and reunion.
•
-—
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By Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.

WELCOME WEEK VIII

USED CAR SHOPPERS BARGAINS-BARGAINS BUYS FOR EVERYONE
USED CAR SHOPPERS Earn Big Dividends, By Simply Following Up This Weekly Disple) of Bargains
Fair Dealing with

BILL SPEROS
WEST
90 Days or 4,000 Miles Warranty
on all late models
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'3775

'63 Imperial
PRICE

NOTES

1964 Ford Gal. 500
$2695. $90
"
Or., H.T., C.O.M., R.H., W.S.W.

'59 Chrysler

1963 Ford Gal. 500
4 Dr., R.H., W S Walls

'63 Valiant

s79"

1962 Ford Fairlane
31695.
(500 4 Or., kutom., R.H., W.S W.

$55"

1962 Ford Fairlane
2 Or., R.11., W.S.W.

SI295..$41"

Factory Air. 11,000

1960 Ford Fairlane
500 2 Dr F.M.T.0

V655

'63 Ford
$1495
1862 MERCURY
Meteor 4-Door, Sedan, Maroon. 6 Cylinder. Straight
Drive, Heater. Real Sharp,

Convertible 500-XL. Solid red with white top, red interior
with bucket seats and console, RAH, Cruisamatic, power
brakes and steering, one owner, low mileage, premium ww
tires. Spare never down.

1963 CHEVROLET
S2595
Impala 4 Door Sedan. Blue, White Too, R.H., P.C.,
P.S., W.S.W.

$795

'60 Valiant

'58 T-Bird

1960 CADILLAC.
Sedan DeVille, Fully Equipped. Factory Al
Sharp.

S 195
P H , W.S.W.

'63 Plymouth

'63 Chevrolet

v.a lmpoio. solid

black, with red interior, RAH, powerglide,
power steering, ww tires. Like new.

RAN, overdri,

....

$795

Red and white. 2-door, V-8, RAH, ww tires. Very nice.

$593

'60 Plymouth

Solid white, 4-door, 6 cylinder, heater, straight shift, ww tires.

$4950
1960 Ford Star Liner
61095..
H.T., F.M.T.C., R.H., W.S.W.
S 795.
$ 595.

$3395

$24"

1963 CADILLAC
White, Black and White Interior.
2 To Choose From.

'62 Dodge

•

1183

'63 Volkswagen

2885

'61 Cadillac

$4595

1963 CADILLAC
Sedan, White, 4 Window. Green Interior. Fully Equipped. 11,000 Actual Miles. Factory Air. Show Room
New.

Factory ac. Sedan DeVille, RAH, hydramatic, power brakes,
steering, seat and windows. Extra sharp.

1962 BUICK
52395
LeSabre, 2 Door., H.T., Pink With White Top, Fully
Equipped, Including Factory Air, One Owner. Extra
Sharp.

$2480

'62 Imperial

L11 .1
Facotry ac. Crown. 4-door hardtop, RAH, tormiflite, power
brakes, steering, seat and windows, ww tires. Extra nice.

'63 Aust. Healy

$1457

Factory (1,c. 98 4-door hardtop. RAM. hydramatic, power
brakes, steering, seat and windows, ww tires.

1961 Buick Skylark
Coupe, Autom., RAC, P. .8.

Factory o c. "300'. White 2-door hardtop, bucket seats with
black vinyl interior. RAH, torquflite, power brakes and steering,..ive tires, extra ni c•.

s2545

"64 Plymouth

V-8, Belvedere 4-door, RAH, torquflite, power steering, tinted windshield, wheel covers safety belts ww tires, spare
never down, new cot warranty.

Air conditioned, red 4-door V•13 station wagon, R8.11, Ford°magic, ww tires, Nice.

1068

'61 Rambler

Factory a c. Custom 4-door stntion wagon. R&M, push but•
ton drive, ww tires.

'57 Plymouth -

',Marys
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I
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1962 Olds. 88 4 Dr
Autom., R.N., Factory Air
1959 Olds. 88 Coupe
Automatic, R.H.
1958 Olds
98 —4 Or., H.T., Autom., R.H., P.S.B.
1963 Ford Fairlane
500 — 4 Dr., Sedan, Autom., R.H., Clean
Inside and Out

$1595

Factory aic. 4-door. RAH, full power, ww tires, Nice.
Bask Romulus — 3sf
Factory-approved varranty available ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer
341 Usiee—JA 5.5207 or JA 741180
Op.. [venial'

Pete 45 tiffs

BILL SPEROS
310

UNION

Chrysler
Plymouth

Open 9 P M. JA 6-6184

Russell Reeves
OLDSMOBILE

862 Union

Use
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1960 Olds. 88 Coupe
Automatic, RM., P.S.B.

4-door Hardtop, RAH, Torquflitio, vow tires.

'59 Cadillac
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1960 Dodge
Autom., R.H., P.S., Factory Air

S695

VA, light green 4-door. R & H, torquflite, ww tires.
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1962 Olds. 88 Coupe
R.H., Autom, New W.S.W.

'60 Ford

WE
QUALITY
CABCARE
APPRECIATE
YOUR
BUSINESS hrIoniniliedMessehallics

Nor

his marl

exe
whc is

s1595

'61 Oldsmobile

'59 Plymouth

OAKLEY EAST

1960 Olds. 88
S2195
4 Dr., Sedan R.H., Autom. P.S.B., Factory Air

Sprite. Red Convertible with black top. RAH ww tires side
curtains. Nice.

'62 Chrysler

s4895

BapS,st
leant a
C

1959 Olds. 88 4 Dr
Autom, R.H., P.S.B., Air Cond.

LeSabre. 4-door sedan. RAH, dynaflow, wheel covers, ww
tires. Spare never down. Like new.

Solid block, 2-door, red interior, bucket szats.
RAH ww tires.

1963 CADILLAC
,
Sedan DeVille. Gold Matching Interior, Fully Equipped. Factory Air. One Owner. Extra Sharp.

me V
dayit Ma

V.8. Impala 4-door hardtop. RAH, powerglide, power steering, wheel covers, premium ww tires
Spare never down
Like new.

'63 Monza

1956 FORD
Station Wagon. 9 Passenger. Good Condition.

-1960 Ford. 1 2 Ton Pickup
Custom Cab, R.H., W.S.W.

1960 Cher
Imp. RH., Autom. P.S., Air Cond.

4.
will be

2895

'64 Chevrolet

'63 Buick

Extra Nice

1962 Olds. F-85
S1695
2 Dr. Sedan Autom., R.H., W.S.W.

$1595

White interior, RAH, ww tires, Like New

Light

1962 CADILLAC
53695,
Sedan DeVille. Red, Black and White Interior. Fully
Equipped. Factory Air, Included. Like New.

1954 Plym. 4 Dr

1958 Olds. Super BB
Holiday, R.H., P.S., Air Cond.

Lancer. 4-door, RAN, torquflite, ww tires. Nice.

Fully E

1959 Olds. 4 Dr.
51295...$58
"
Autom. Trans., R.H., W.S.W

1957 Ford Ctry Sedan
Air Cond.. Station Wagon

1963 Starfire Cony.
R. H. Autom. Air Cond. New Tires

1963 Olds, Super 88
4 Dr. Sedan, P.B.S., R.H., Beautiful Lite Green
Air Condition

'59 Plymouth

'60 Ford

Otie
(963 Chev. Pickup
Tutone Finish, R.H.

Air conditioneid. Jet black, 2-door hardtop.
matic, ww tires, full power. Like new.

Factory ac. 4-door station wagon.
tires, very nice,

, W.S.W.

1960 Falcon 2 Dr
F.M.T.C., R.N., W.S.W.

Genuine FORD parts'6

pt

Air conditioned. Classic 6 cylinder custom 4.door. RAN,
automatic transmission, ww tires. Nice.

Factory o c. V-8 Belvedere 4-door, RAH torquflite, power
steering, ww tires, like new.

1960 Chev. Biscayne
2 Or., R.H., W.S.W.

QUALITY
CARCARE

WI/en
odd5
w

'62 Rambler
1964 MONZA Spider
Dark Red, W /Black Leatherette Interior. 6,000 Actual
Miles. R.H., 150 H.P. Engine. Red Hot.

1964 CADILLAC
Convertible, White, Blue Top, Blue Leatherette.
Fully Equi pped. Factory Air. 4,000 Actual Miles.
New Car Guarantee.

S1395.. $62
"

1959 Ford Fairlane 500
2 Or.. Radio, Heater

'63 Chevrolet
V-8, Bel Air. Air conditioned '4-door. RAM. powergilde,
ww tires. Nicoll.

1961 Ford Fairlane
S1395. .$6319
500 4 Or., Air Cond., F.M.T.C., RH , W.S.W.

1960 Ford Station Wagon
F.M.T C. 5

s1195

Dark blue 4-door, R&H, ww tires, looks, runs and drives
perfect.

1962 Ford Falcon
F.M.T.C., RU., W.S.W.

1961 Ford Cty. Sedan
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Station Wagon; V200- 4-door, R.H., torquflite and W W
eves. Sharp.

1963 Ford Gal. 500
$2395. $00"
C.O.M., R.H., W.S.W., Power Steering
1963 Rambler Station Wagon
$1195.
Autom. Trans., R.H., W.S.W

relit
the# sco

S1395

Factory a c. New Yorker, 4-door hardtop, R&H, torquilite,
lull power, extra nice throughout. See to appreciate

1963 CADILLAC
White Coupe, Fully Equipped.
Miles. Show Room New.

1963 Ford Gal. 500
4 Dr., C.O.M., R.H., WS Walls

yet, C
' wort ti
The, C
onlA two

Factory a c. Crown 2-door hardtop. RAH, to.quflite, power
steering, seat and windows, all new tires, spare never down.

BR 6-131fll

Campy & Jackie July I Is Deadline
For Barbers To
Get Together
Renew Licenses
Over A New Book

• SPORTS
,HORIZON
By BILL'LITTLE
WEST TENNESSEE TOPS
banse4 into the liugt hurdle
i
1 the recently held state while in the lead. The Tigers
trac and field meet staged at were entered in only four
Te essee A & I State Univer- events.
sity West Tennessee cinder- MEMPH1ANS
HOLD
mem proved their individual RECORDS
strehgth. Representatives from The very
thing that is helpMatssas, Melrose, Douglas, ing Region Three
to dominate
Wa ington, Father Bertrand, the state
meet, paradoxically,
endirLester of the Prep League, is hurting
it to win the team
andt Brownsville, Woodstock title.
This is particularly true
an Mitchell Road made up of the
Memphis Prep League,
ttegion Three team.
which furnishes most of this
gion Three won 12 of the region's
winners. Competition
vents on the program - among the nine
Memphis high
Chattanooga's Howard schools (Patterson
being the
wort first place in the meet. most recent
addition), has imThee Chattanoogans copped proved the
performances of our '
olds', two first places - the 440 thinclads
tremendously.
relay and discus: however,
the, scored enough to edge On the other hand, it has
Matssas by five points. The also cut down .on our team
oth
first place was won by strength. In the Region Three
Bur of Region Two, in the meet, which enables the first
two finishers to qualify for
shoisput.
lieward had two fine sprint- the state championships, all of
ers In Eddie Ware and Clevon the city schools had represenThotnpson but only Ware was tatives except Carver and
ablito finish as high as second Hamilton who failed to qualify
pla
in either the 100 or 220, anyone to go to the state.
Thus, in Regions One and
The Chatanooga team had 11
entetints and three relay teams Two. Howard and Pearl who
usually keep strong teams will
in I events.
Eyen with those kind of continue to be threats for the
• ,(1dg, Manassas missed the state crown, while Memphis
title: when its high hurdler will have to rely or her individual stars
The strength of this area's
Memphis' top women bowlers, left to right: Mrs. Juanita
Mrs. Falls, 500; Mrs. Boyd, 439: Mrs. flowers. 509 and
track development was exemRayner, Mrs. Maxine Falls, Mrs. Flora Boyd, Mrs. Eloise
Mrs. Randolph, 554. Mrs. Randolph was in first Place of
plified in the sudden rise to
Flowers and Mrs. Emma Randolph. have returned to the
all events in Division 2 with a 1781 total, and in third
fame of talented William Hurd
city after competing in the Woman's International Bowlplace of the singles division with 621. National winners
of Manassas. Hurd, a hurdler
ing Congress at Minneapolis, Minn. They were In third
cannot be determined until all participants from across
before this season, made local
the country have taken their turns on the lanes. The
fans almost forget about J. W. place in the Division 2 team event after bowling their
rounds May 10-1i. They roiled a total of 2522. hist le
Brown of Washington and Wiltournament ends the latter part of this month.
lie Dawson of Melrose.
pins behind the first place tram. Mrs. Rayner rolled 4911,
Dit R. Paul Caudill, pastor
Brown won the 1963 state
—
of
e First Baptist Church,
year that Lane College became
championship
in
the
100
yard
will-,be the speaker for Owen
a member of the American As- lege, Lincoln, Nebraska with
dash and his only defeat was
Colige's ninth Commenceto Dawson who did a 9.4 secsociation of Colleges for Teach- three young ladies
-le
coming to
Vespers to be held Sunonds century. This past seaer Education.
day:May 31, at the St. John
out campus and two young
son, both speedsters were goBringing fame to the camnapyst Church, Vance at Oring great guns until both pull„ ang, at 4 p.m.
pus in the. Sports World was ladies and two young men goed up lame with pulled leg
Willie Shaw, highest individ- ing to Nebraska campus to
DI Caudill is a native of
muscles.
Nor
Carolina and received
The School year of 1963-64 residence halls provide living ual scorer in the Small College spend the semester.
Besides running the low and
Ins rarly training there. He
division of the NAIA. Shaw
high hurdles Hurd became a brought many new horizons to space for the young women.
earned the B.A. Degree (Cum
selected as one of the
new star while adding victor- the campus of Lane College. Ground breaking is planned was
, Lau e) from Wake Forest Coltwelve to try out for the
leg : the TH.M. Degree and ies in the 100 and 200 to his The fall season opened with soon for a new residence hall Olympic Team representing
laurels. To show Hurd wasn't
Ph.I. Degree from Southern
CAN YOU USE
taking advantage of the injur- the occupancy by 100 women for men, a student union the NAIA.
Baptist Theological Seminary.
With the beginning of the
ies that had his chief competi- of the new B. J. Smith Res- building and a gymnasium was
He was awarded the D.D. DeMORE
tors hobbling, The Manassas idence hall which is located announced recently by the second semester, Lane entered
grees from Mississippi College.
junior, also a top scholar, won on the South campus. With this president, C. A. Kirkendoll.
into an exchange program
1111 has served pastorates in
blue ribbons in the short addition two well-equipped
It was also during this school with Nebreska Wesleyan colNor Carolina, Kentucky and
s.
sprints in the state meet.
ia before coming to First
(ROUND FlOOR
We understand Hurd blows
itst Church in 1944. He is
a saxophone in the Manassas
STERICK BUILD/MG
a
mber of the Executive
band and the members thought
WHIR& 10:NS LINE YOU
t:ortimittee of the Southern
Ott
enough of him to fly him back
Bapipt Convention and serves
St RvlCI
Memphis
from a band festito
on hany Baptist Boards and val in
Nashville last year so
CorrInittes South - wide and
he could participate in the re,-tate-wide.
•
gionals which had been delay-

yet,t

NASHVILLE — T. Wade
Derryberry, secretary of the
State Board of Barber Examiners, today issued a remighler
Two baseball Hall-Of-Fairs- to the 7,000 barbers of Tennesera who have had their diffi- see that July 1 is the last date
culties in the past, had a re- for filing their renewal appliC.
cations for licenses that will be
union last week.
Roy Campanella and Jackie valid for the 12-months periods-,
Robinson got together and rem- beginning July 1, 1964.
iniscedl about their days in
He also reminded the bar:
baseball as members of the hers seeking licenses that
the:
Brooklyn Dodgers.
renewal application is attachThe meeting took place at ed to the present license now s,
Campanella's Harlem Liquor in their possession, and cauStore, 134th St., and 7th Ave. tioned that no other applicaRobinson traveled uptown from tion be mailed them.
his mid-town office at 521
A new license has been re-•
Fifth Ave., where he is one of designed to conform
to the:
six national deputy directors size of the old
license which
of the Rockefeller For Presi- was issued
by hand, although•
dent campaign. to take Roy the present
form is printed and:
an autographed copy of his all the
records connected with:
new book, "Baseball Has Done it are
accumulated by autoIt." Campanella is one of the
rnatic machine accounting.
score of noted baseball stars
who contributed chapters to
the book, telling about the progress of integration since 1947
when Robinson became the The Owen College Alumni:
first Negro in the major Association plans a regular meeting to be held Friday, May
leagues.
For a number of years stories 22, at 7:30 P.M. in Room 23 of
have been published in the Owen College's Administration
press indicating that Campa- Building.
The president, Dover Crawnella and Robinson disagreed
ford, Jr., urges all active mem- on civil rights.
bees' to be present and on time.:
In the Robinson book, pub- The agenda
includes all final
:
lished by J. B. Lippincott, Roy reports for the past
year's..
acknowledged these reports activities.
and stated:
New members are invited to "Jackie and I were differ- attend and lend your
support:
ent kinds of people, so was to this effort.
Pee Wee Reese: his personality
was different from Jackie's to win, and that brought usand Duke Snyder's These are together no matter what color.":
all different people. They think In the book Campanella:.
different, they act different, pledges himself to the civil-.
but all of us had one objective- rights struggle.

_
New Building Program
Scheduled At Lane

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

by rain. Hurd's track training
hasn't intereferd wtih his studies, if his winning first place in
a recent LeMoyne College Algebra contest is any yard
stick.
Hurd has another year of
eligibility left. That certainly
doesn't give opposing track
coaches any feeling of delight.
Next year, Hurd might add the
announces
iderJ
a . H. White
shot and discus to his decath!t
ha s the Rev. P. E. Brooks, Ion-like
Baptist
Smothers
of
pas
schedul.tir
chureh of Memphis, Tenn. will
messbaccalaureate
delifier the
age Istay 24, at 3 p.m. in the
lege auditorium.
May 25 at 10 a.m. the
annual commencement
exeVise will be highlighted
whelk, Dr. R. D. Crockett, president, of Philander Smith colleg Little Rock, Ark. delivers
the Inessage to the graduating

PAINFUL? EASE THEM! GET HALF HOUR
CORN MASTER. GUARANTEED TO GIVE
RELIEF AT ONCE. FOR EASY REMOVAL
OF CORNS AND CALLUSES, GET CORN
MASTER TODAY!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Only $1.00 plus 15e postage.
Send to: Brooks - P.O. Box 4543

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

Graduating Class

Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee,

NOW..._
GREAT NEW ,
ESSO EXTRA!

This is the bird that launched a thousand sips:

Dii't Cut Corns,
C luses, Warts
Use New Magic Rub Off

More likely a thousand thousand.Or more. Many ofthose
sippers were illustrious men—Daniel Webster, Andrew
Jackson,0.Henry—Old Growers,all. Old Crow's character
and mellow smoothness make it modern America's favorite
bourbon, too. Pleasure ahoy!

Thounends of sufferers from laming corns. I
callur. common warts, report astonishing
soul with an amazing new rub off dot
work „painlessly & safely without denier of
infection from cutting, acids, or abrasives.
&crag is a wonder-working medicated
Irremitalled DERMA-SOFT rho easespain
and &ening while it softens and dissolves
thoseglarmenting hard to remove grovAhs on
d tissue rubs off leaving skin 'ohm
the
• sit smooth. So don't suffer needlessly.
a-sorr today at all druggists.
Get

jNEED MONEY?
IKSolve Your Problems /ith a Small, Low Cost
eal Estate Loan

t

611 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Mo.
Poy,ionts
S 12.90
S 23.70
S 000.00
S .500.00...... 5 34.50
S 45.50
11,000.00
5 56.20
51,300.00
5110.82
1,000.00

New Power-formula Esso Extra gasoline boosts power three ways . . .

Vô

preeervee the power of new engines . . restores lost power to many older engines:
1. Cleaning Power! Dirt can clog even
a new carburetor in a few months of noemal
operation—causing hard starting and rough
Idling. Your very first tankful of New Esso
Extra will start to deer away thew deposits
to improve power and mileage.
2. Firing Power! Spark plug and cylinder deposits can cause Misfiring, pre-igni-

Be Wise, Choose

Pate Savings Bank
12 MADISON
*Mal JA 6.0637
4NY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Bitter to
Borrow At a Bank”

tion and hot spots New &leo Extra neutralizas these harmful deposits to help your
:
engine fire smoothly and efficiently.
:
3. Octahe Power! Octane requirements
for new cars are up again this year. New:
Esso Extra hart the high octane that most
aire now need for full performance. smooth sacceleration and passing power without
:
knocking.
You'll get something extra for your money with New Power-formula Esso Extra— -•
it's like putting a tiger In your tank!:
aPPY*Wal
e

HUMBLE

ot, a. ass1....46
SENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURSON WHISKEY 88 OR 90 PROOF. DISTILLED AND 0017110 SY THE FAMOUS OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY.

^mtVcA""
4""n r"""

•insissidi sni.•Istartivisio COMPANY. 1211,1

DEFENDER

SATURDAY, MAY 23, t/G4
Army ROTC Awards and perorations were: Ural Acillins,
5877 'Meyers Rd.;
annual joint Army-Air Force in 19 categories. The,Air Force Goodioe,
1089 E.
Jr"
awards
in
24
cats
presented
31
Reserve Officers Training
more; and Walter 4.
Corps Day program last week. egories.
3111s*
The Army awarded 31 prizes Memphians receiving Dr 2149 Wabash St.
ON

Alabama State 3 Memphis Men Won ROTC Awards
Chemistry Dept.
Gets NSF Grant
WASHINGTON, D.C.—
Three Memphis men were
among award winners when
Howard university held its

Classified
For Sale Misc,

For Sale Misc.

CO

Ads

The Chemistry Department
of Alabama State college was
awarded a grant of $3,130 from
the National Science Foundation for the development of a
course in -Instrumental Methods of Chemical Analysis,"
Complete Skii-Rig, won- Complete Skii-Rig, wonThis grant will be matched
FOR RENT
HOUSES FOR RE
derful buy. See Jones. 289ii derful buy. See Jones. 2896
$3,130
from
non-Federal
IV
848 POPULAR
Gorove-rear. 327-0658.
rear.
Walnut
Grove
Road
44743
South Wellington
Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
funds $6,260, and will be used
3 Room Frame, Duplex
327-0658
to purchase modern chemical Dining Room, Bath& Kitchen.
APARTMENT
$32.00 per month
instruments which are now Heat and Water Furnished.
PIANO FOR SALE
Call BR 2-2115
Must
Two
WURL1TZER
hove
manual
reference.
Apply
being used by chemists in reSmall Spinett Style Piano
Apartment 19.
CHURCH ORGANS and Ben.
Joe Branch.
New
Conditioned
search and industry.
chile. Perfect condition.
HOUSE ,FOR REN"P
Call 3218455.
In recent years, colleges
Terms $149.00
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
WINNER
710 Madison rooms and NiRli
have added instrumental an- $6. 50 weekly. Utilities included.
Phone 523-1831
$50.00 a month, apply
WANTED: Records of
trainer. Miss Williams holds the trophy
or man, 547 Dune.
Winner of Elks Lodge's state oratorical
alysis courses to their undeit- Working woman
JArk•on 6-0176
Madison. See Mr. E. W
contest held in
Knoxville, recently is
she won. In the center is Rev. William
Memphis
Jug
Band
and
graduate chemistry curricula.I
Dorothy Williams, second from the left, a
Suggs, also a trainer, and Harry T. Cash,
other Jazz, Blues, pre-1930
Jeff
This grant affords Alabama
principal of Hamilton.
senior at ,Hamilton high school. Left is
HOUSE FOR SALE
recordings, 78's[ Fair price
State chemistry majors and
19 E. Dempster
Miss Catherine Merriweather, her teacher20 room hotel
4 rooms — 3 rooms FHA
other students with the necesoffered plus mailing char.
50.150 lots
sary. prerequisites, an opporCentrally located
$3,000 for each house
gee. Send list, Artists.
Everett D. McKistdc, Mrs. tunity to study some of the
Nose Car linen-Call day or night
including entire first floor and bar.
Johnnie Mae Yancy, Miss Ruth modern instruments used in All completely furnished For details Catalogue numbers, to:
946-5052
Cleveland 20, Ohio
Write Ran 3083
Louise Young and Mrs. Donna the chemical industry.
Caswell. 2 5 2 Queens
Joan Jones.
SALE
ACRES
FOR
5
The Course will be/ offered
Rood north Of bridge Road, London, E.8.,
Also cited for carrying a the , second semester of each 3108 N. Germantown
Highway 64 nr. Ifilendaie can be
better than 2.00 average was a year and will be, taught by shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. Worse England.
GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN MAC
Gibbe, Jr,
athlete, Marion Guy Dr.
wk. Fare advsnoed
Curtis McDonald, bead of
and
Salesmen
saleswomen Jobe. 535-$55
Mallory Agency
, .
Brewer.
Lynbrook. N. Y.
the department of chemistry.
retail
advertissell
wanted
to
Coburn,
$3,9751and
Miss
Anita
freshScholarships totalling
Cited for maintaining their
ing in the Memphis mailzet,
,four-year scholarships were
LOAN OFFICE
were awarded 16 freshmen, man, 788 Sneed.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
'REFINED CLUB
sophomores and juniors Friday TOP HONORS
Miss Claudia B. Walton, freshper cent contract commission Why be lonely. Correspond
morning. at LeMoyne College's Seniors cited for top honors man; Leon Sandy Mitchell,
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
with
ladies and gentlemen
dollar.
on the
spatial, honors convention.
were Mrs. Marian Chapman, sophomore, and Miss Juanita
everywhere.
Receiving the scholarships Willie R. Chapman, Louvenia Gardner, junior.
TRI-STATE
THE
DEFENDER
MONEY TO LOAN
Sample list 754 1 year $2.00
Were:
Clayton Mrs. Virginia D. LeMoyne is on the 3.00 grad236 South Wellington Street Griffin's Corresponding Club
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
6300 — Miss Aathelia A. Flowers, Miss Earline Houston, ing system.
219 S. 10th St.
Memphis. Tenn.
Barr. sophomore,868-1) Walker;
Birmingham 5; Ala.
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
Miss Mary Maxine Gary,
sophomore, 1397, Ralston; Miss
We Have A Complete Line
.
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Jim Ella Austin, junion, .1502
Bodi•Gard Man
'
s greatest p
Outaide appliance salesmen to handle
Of Garden Supplies
the best appliance Including General
Humber; Miss Bennie Teague,
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
feelings
against attacks by
Electric. Call Roy Adams. 275-1155.
Spring Time Is
1125 Union Avenue.
Muggers, Robbers, Rapist,
sophomore, 1450 Brookins, and
Planting Time
Salesmen and Saleswomen Wanted
Miss Yarnell E. Logan, junior,
Vicious Animals., (etc.)
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50 Make
extra money introducing the new
1 Unit $3.00
• Garden Seeds
1612 South Third.
Potty Frees. Quickly shapes hamsend me the Tri-State
Kindly
burgers, .eroquettes, hamburger steaks.
P. J. Griffin, Salesman,
6275' — Miss AVA Marie
• Flower Seeds
Phone 275-0433
319 S. 10th Street
alker.
Ford. sophomore, 74
Defender to address below
Pot Flower Plants
Birmingham 5, Al,.
PRINTERS WANTED
$250 — Roderick P. iggs,
Insecticides & Fertilizers
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
Woodlawn;
1014
freshman
(Male and Ferale)
Louis Harvey, freshman, 1365
Across From
operators, pivot- BU RK L EY Upholstery Shop
Linotype
So. Lauderdale; Miss Verna
REPAIRING"
The Post Office
readers and floormen. Only ex- "FURNITURE
Royster, sophomore, 334-F
.
THE
NEW
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
ENDER
eRestyling, Refinishing.*
a
Dixie Mall; Miss Irma Jean i
apshould
personnel
perienced
*Custom
Built
Furniture •
Open From 8 to 5:30
1
Ezell, junior, 483 Wicks, and 1 TO
FREE ESTIMATES •
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
I
I
Wright,
Holmes
I
Pick
Up
end
Mrs. Jessie
Ditliefery #
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
I
I
CALL 946.6344
832 North Claybrook.
' 1484 Mississippi Blvd. a
60616,
I
Chicago
Ave.,
Ella
I
Michigan
Mary
Miss
—
6200
1
Dougherty, freshman, 1574 1 Stow address
loss No.
Illinois.
1
Hamilton: Miss Lora Ann r
CHILD CARE
PART TIME INTERVIEWING JOB IN
State
City
Green. freshman, 1358 Glea- 1
I
MEMPHIS for University Research
Center, Man or Woman with College Will take core of children
son, and Mrs. Dorothy M.
Education, Flexible schedule. No ex- while parents work.
Bradley, unclassified, 3450
perience required, but use of car necessary. Write P. 0. Boi 311 — Giving Age, 948-7576 — 1070 Arnold Place
Shelby Drive.
education, and experience.
Local flupervlear WM train
$175 — (Buckman Science
Awards) — Miss Helen Chamberlain, junior, 1907 Freemont,
An Avon Representative

Apts. For Rent

BOX

For Sale Misc.

ouses For Sale "
11

Help Wanted

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

LeMoyne Scholars Get
$3,975 At Convocation

Special Services

!EPSTEIN

SEED MART
8 N. Front ,
527-3414

WANTED

New Subscription Order

CALLING
ALL

AVON
Calling!

WANTED NOW

Candidate For
Public Service
Commission
NASHVILLE— Charles
Howell, a member of the Metcopolitan County Council of
;Nashville and Davidson county, today announced his can-)
didacy for Tennessee Public ,
§ervice Commissioner.

Who puts
true cherry flavor
In vodka?
DARK EYES
that's who!
And orange and lime and
grape and lemon and mint,
too ...each added to the
werld'S finest vodka. Just
pour over ice. add 3 mixer
it you wish, and enjoy.

in your Neighborhood.
Be a part of the Wonderful World of Cosmetics.

Call or Come In Today.

PHONE

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

275-4136 — 525-0200
212-2042

NATHAN'S

fl
•
II
LOAN UFFICE
UNREDEEMED

BARGAINS IN
PLEDGES
tn.
SUITS • o'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE'S
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 41 178 REAL STREET IA 6-5300

PuivettnERgErig6(

10 PROOF • PREPARED AND BOTTLED St
tithe Tritts6 DISTitt,NG CO CLElatOra!er

MOTHER
CHRISTIAN

Howell, a building contractor, asked Tennesseans to join
Its "a campaign to bring the
Tennessee Public Service Commission into the Twentieth
Century."
The candidate, a Republican,
pointed out that the Commission sets more than $550 million in assessments on public
utilities and railroads. These
assessments, are used by. local
governments to apply to local
property taxes.
Howell charged that the urban areas of Tennessee are being "cut to pieces financially
because inequities exist in the
wayissessments of utilities are
handled by the Public Service
Commission."
Horn in Williamson county,
Tenn., Dec. 30. 1930, he has
been a resident of Davidson
county more than 25 years.
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DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
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IMAGINE! NO PAYMENTS FOR SIX MONTHS EVEN IF YOU ST ILL
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owE MONEY ON YOUR PRESENT CAR, IT'S POSSIBLE IF YOU
QUALIFY WE'LL PAY 11- OFF- AND GET YOU OUT FROM UNDER..
ANY FUTURE PAYMENTS TIL NEXT OCTOBER!TAKE THE NEW FORD.
You WANT HOME NOWi AND MAKE YOUR MoNTI-ILY PAYMENT NEXT
"_cOME ON IN AND SEE ME TODAY!!
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TAKE A'64 PoRC)

IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
MIRACLES. MOTHER CHRISTIAN HAS HELPED
MANY IN THIS TRI-STATE AREA AND GUARANTEES TO HELP YOU, FOR WHATEVER
YOUR PROBLEM MAY BE, SUCH AS LOVE,
MARRIAGE, COURTSHIP, BUSINESS.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN YOUR HOME, SHE
REMOVES EVIL INFLUENCE, BAD LUCK,
RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES. MOTHER
CHRISTIAN IS A GOD GIFTED RELIGIOUS
INDIAN WOMAN. REMEMBER IF THERE IS
GOD'S HELP ON EARTH. BY THE TOUCH OF
HER HAND, POWER OF GOD, WHAT YOUR
EYES SEE, YOUR HEART MUST BELIEVE.
SHE ALSO GIVES LUCKY DAYS, LUCKY
NUMBERS. PLEASE DON'T CONFUSE HER
WITH ANYONE ELSE YOU HAVE VISITED.
ASK ANYONE ABOUT MOTHER CHRISTIAN.
LOCATED A SHORT DRIVE FROM MEMPHIS.
5 MILES NORTH OF MILLINGTON, TENN. ON
HIGHWAY 51. CALL TE 7-6873 AT MUNFORD,
TENN. NO CHARGE, DONATION ONLY.'
WATCH FOR SIGN WITH RED CROSS.
RI- 2. Box 2" Atoka. Tenn.
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